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FOREWORD make up an even larger of flood costs 1.n the future, with thel 
This Bulletin is published in furtherance of the purposes of the Water 

Resources Research Act of 1964. The purpose of the Act is to stimulate, 
sponsor, provide for, and supplement present programs for the conduct of 
research, investigations, experiments, and the training of scientists in 
the field of water and resources which affect water. The Act is promoting 
a more adequate national program of water resources research by furnishing 
financial assistance to non-Federal research. 

The Act provides for establishment of Water Resources Research Centers 
at Universities throughout the Nation. On September 1, 1964, a Water Re
sources Research Center was established in the Graduate School as an inter
disciplinary component of the University of Minnesota. The Center has the 
responsibility for unifying and stimulating University water resources re
search through the administration of funds covered in the Act and made avail
able by other sources; coordinating Universitv research ",ith water resources 
programs of local, State and Federal agencies and private organizations 
throughout the State; and assisting in training add tional scientists for 
work in the field of water resources through research. 

This Bulletin is number 58 in a series of publications designed to 
present information bearing on water resources research in Minnesota and 
the results of some of the research sponsored by the Center. The Rulletin 
is concerned with several possible flood damage reduction measures in the 
Minnesota River Basin. Recommendations arc made which should assist the 
State in coping with flood problems. 

This Bulletin is related to the following research project: 

OWRR Project No.: B-054-Minn 

No.: 14-31-0001-3601 

Socio-Economics implications of Alternative Water Resources 
Policies in Minnesota 

John J. l'ae1ti, Department of Agricultural and 
Applied Economics, University of Minnesota 

July 1, 1971 June 30, 1974 

06-E 

Incidence of flood costs analysis provides justification for the impos
ition of land-use restrictions in flood plains in Minnesota. The analysis 
indicates that governmental units were the ultimate bearers of nearly half 
the flood costs in the Minnesota River Basin in the 1965 and 1969 flood~. 
Government units have a substantial, justifIable interest in keeping flood 
costs down. Flood damage potential will continue to rise over time unlESS 
land use controls are instituted. Moreover, goYcrnment costs are likely to 

advent of Federal f1 insurance and an Federal role 1.n the pro
vision of disaster relief. Therefore, thorough and vigorous enforcement of 
the 1969 Flood Plain Management Act is recollllllended. 

Whenever thorough economic analyses show them to be feasible, the al
ternatives of permanent evacuation or construction of local protection works 
ought to be considered. These two alternatives are probably feasible in 
some areas. In areas where neither evacuation nor structural protection is 
economically feasible, land-use restrictions alone will have to suffice to 
curtail flood losses. 

, The beneficiaries of structural flood control works ought to be assessed 
for a fair share of the costs of such works. This policy is not so crucial 
for existing flood plain developments, but is important for areas where new 
developments are permitted. The alternative approach to improve transporta
t ion river crossings 1.n such a way that flooding wi 11 not cause traffic 
interruptions shows promise. Such interruptions accounted for over 50 
percent of urban flood damages in the 1969 Minnesota River flood, and 
accounted for about 20 percent of total flood costs. 

Of the six basic to reducing flood damage potential in the 
Minnesota RIver Basin nothing, delimit new development in flood hazard 
areas, evacuate flood prone areas at public expense, build local protection 
works, construct a series of large reservoirs, and improve transportation 
river crossings), only two were found to be altogether infeasihle at this 
time. One is the large reservoir alternative, whic:h simply requires too 
much capital investment, given the amounts of benefits that would be forth
coming from such a project. The other Is the "do-nothing" alternative, 
which has b3en superseded by the 1969 Flood Plain Management Act. Even so, 
it is doubtful that the "do-nothing" alternative would be the least cost 
solution to flood problems in this area. 

The State of Minnesota should implement a flood data collection unit. 
The Federal and state governments should amend their tax laws to correct the 
inequity of the casualty loss provisions. The State and Federal governments 
should explore ways of redUCing agricultural flood losses. The possibilities 
to be explored should include indemnification programs; flood forecasting 
and information dissemination; and the feasibility of structural solutions. 
The Federal share of various alternatives to a particular water resource 
problem should be placed on the same cost-share basis. The language of 
Minnesota's Flood Plain Management Act should be altered slightly so as to 
state in no uncertain terms that the State's policy is to oppose further 
flood plain encroachment. The discount rate for public investment projects 
in flood control should be raised to a level that accurately reflects the 
opportunity c:ost of the funds used. 

*Flood Plain Management/ *Structural and Non-Structural 
Measures I ;'Flood Costs! *Minnesot a River Basin/ Local 
Protection Works! Land-Use Restrictions! Flood Data/ 
Discount Rate 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Problem 

Of the five major river basins in Minnesota that periodically experience 
large amounts of damage from flooding, the most severely affected area is the 

, 
f Minnesota River Basin. The flooding situation in the Minnesota Basin is 

similar to that of other major river basins throughout the country, in that 
flood losses continue to mount over time despite massive expenditures on 
flood control works. This occurs in large part because new development of 
flood hazard areas has continued at a faster pace than the rate at which 
new flood control works have been constructed. The Federal, State, and 
local governments, as well as local citizenry, have all addressed themselves 
to the task of reducing flood losses. This has resulted in considerable 
controversy as to the best approach to take. 

There are two general approaches to reducing flood damages, neither of 
which is mutually exclusive. One is the structural appraoch: using so-called 
correctIve measures to physically alter the source and impact of floodwaters, 
thereby keeping floods away from people. Corrective measures include the 
construction of dams, reservoirs, levees, and diversion channels; watershed 
treatment; and floodproofing buildings located in flood-prone areas. The 
other general approach is to use non-structural, preventive measures to keep 
people and their property away from floodwaters. These measures include 
such things as zoning ordinances, building codes, health regulations, and 
differential tax schemes. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate several possible flood 
damage reduction measures in the Minnesota River Basin. Six alternatives for 
dealing with floods have been identified. It is technically feasible for 
these alternatives to be implemented separately or in any combination, but 
economic constraints may limit the range of viable choices. 

Alternative Solutions 

The first alternative is to do nothing to alter the flows of flood
waters or to restrict settlement along rivers, in hopes that a disastrous 
flood will not occur. If such a flood does occur, it is hoped that early 
warning and emergency measures would limit losses. The only costs involved 
are flood damages and related flood costs, which could be reduced by accepting 
disaster relief funds and by taking advantage of casualty loss provisions of 
the Federal and Minnesota income tax structures. This may well be the most 
rational decision in economic terms from the point of view of the flood plain 
property owner, although it is probable that flood damages will continue to 
rise unless some means of restricting development within the flood plain is 
adopted. 

1 
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The second alternative is to institute preventive measures that would 
strictly delimit new development in flood hazard areas. Zoning practices 
would be utilized to prohibit the use of the flood plain except for types 
of development that either were not extremely susceptible to flood damage 
or that depended on a riverfront location for their economic viability, 
that would not floodinl!; problems upstream or downstream, and that 
would not pose a to public health and safety if flooded. Flood-
proofing requirements for new buildings that are permitted in the flood 
plain would also be a part of this program. 

The third alternative to permanently evacuate flood prone areas 
at public expense. This may be the wisest alternative if the flood threat 
portends loss of human life, as in areas where flash flooding is likely 
to occur. However, this is not usually the case in the Minnesota Valley. 
Normally floods come in the spring as result of snowmelt runoff, and can 
be predicted in advance. 

Evacuation may also be advisable if flooding is likely to recur fre
quently in the same area so that the aggregate damages over time to a 
structure exceed the cost of relocation. In such instances it may he wise 
to postpone relocation until a flood does occur, then evacuate structures 
r ather than rebuild them. Otherwise the evacuated, undamaged st ructures may 
stand unused for years. In such a case, evacuation measures must be com
bined with land use restrictions so that the vacated area is not reoccupied. 

The fourth alternative is to build local protection structures when the 
damages that would be prevented are greater than the cost of the structure. 
This alternative is quite expensive, hence can normally be justified only in 
areas where flood-threatened development is intensive. The structures re
ferred to are levees, diversion channels, and channel improvements (deep
ening, straightening, or removing accumulated snags and debris). The local 
protection alternative has been criticized on several grounds. The effects 
are localized, so the structures do not provide a regional solution to flood 
problems, whereas reservoir construction would not only protect areas .Just 
downstream from the reservoir, but would lessen flood flows in areas far 
downstream as well. Also, because of the expense of constructing local pro
tection works, they are generally unsuited for combating flood problems in 
rural areas. Finally, local protection structures provide a community with 
a sense of security, which oridnarily encourages further development of the 
protected land. If a larger flood should occur than the one against which 
the structures are designed to protect, resultant flood damages are likely 
to be a good deal higher than if the structure had never been built. 

The fifth alternative would be to construct a series of large reservoirs 
to impound floodwaters for gradual release. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
has proposed such a plan. If coupled with a program to restrict certain 
types of land use within the flood plain, the reservoi.r alternative would 
virtually eliminate flooding as a serious problem on the main stem of the 
Minnesota River. In order for Federal financing of flood control reservoirs 
to be authorized, the benefits resulting from the projec.t must exceed pr0
ject costs. This may not be achievable. Further, reservoirs as large as 
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the ones proposed may drastic.a11y alt er the ecology of the Minnesota River, 
so that prior to undertaking so large a project it would be advisahle to 
determine the extent of the ecological change and to determine whether this 
is benefiCial, or acceptable to c.itizens. Also, reservoirs would inundate 
vast tracts of land, some of which is inhabited. Displaced residents would 
certainly oppose this, even though compensation would be made to tllem. 

The sixth and final alternative is only a partial solution to flood 
problems: to construct river crossings in such a way that major floods 
will not interrupt transportation flows. Tt is presented here as a sep
arate alternative because it could be implemented independent of the oth<:'r 
five alternatives, although it would be equally suc.cessful if combined wah 
some of the other five. Detour travel costs comprised considerable por
tion of flood costs following the 1969 spring flood on the Minnesota River, 
and eliminating such costs would vastly reduce the cost of flooding in the 
region. Obviously, whether this could be achieved depends on the estimated 
costs of floodproofing major river crossings, and whether or not this is less 
than the resultant flood cost reduction. 

other alternative solution is sometimes advanced: the ('onstructinn 
of many small reservoirs in upland areas. This alternative is not gi'!(>n fur
ther consideration here because there simply aren't enough sites for smnll 
reservoirs to have a marked effect on floodirrg on the main stem of the ~linne
sota, where most of the flood damage occurs. Still, this ()lternative may 
have some appiicabil ity in reducing damnges in rural areas nlong trib
utaries of the Minnesota. 

In order to determine the optimum approach to flood damage reduction, 
each of these plans must be apprulsed with respert to 1) e('onomie effects 

flood damages; 2) economic effects regarding unplanned side (,freets, 
lities;" and 3) effects that cannot be appraised in rlollar terms. 

first is relatively straightforward: it involves gathering accuratf' 
estimates of probable flood damagf'S both wi tll and without each plan (henefits 
being the amount of damage reduction), Dnd accurate cost estimates. 

The second criterion calls for economic appraisal of such things as 
recreation opportunities made available bv structural alternatives as well 
as recreation opportunities foregone oy these measures. Another effect 
which is relevant to the selection of a flood damage reducUon plan is tlit:' 
use of dammed waters to provide low-flow augmentation for pollution ab3te
ment, particularly for the Twin Cities Pollution of the 1'1ississippi 
River below the Twin Cities is expected reach critical levels in the coming 
yeClrs as population increases the amount of sewage (' f fluent DIllJ indust r i 
wastes discharged. There are t\W basi.c solutions to this problem. One is to 
build a tertiary sewage treatment system for the Twin Cities area, whi the 
other is to provide water for low-flmvaugmentation. If the latter is chosen, 

, , is not sllfficlent 

capacIty available properly distributed to provide adequate control 

of the Blue Earth River in an economic manner." 
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the water could be stored in either the Mississippi Headwaters Basin or 
the Minnesota River Basin. If the Minnesota River waters are to be used, 
the benefit-cost ratio fOJ; the reservoir approach to flood control would 
be enhanced considerably. 

The third criterion for appra1.S1ng the proposed methods of dealing with 
floods is to consider side effects on which a dollar value cannot be placed. 
For example, to do nothing about f1 oods may result in loss of Ii fe in floods. 
It is difficult to quantify this social cost, but it must be considered. 
Likewise, the reservoir approach ~ill permanently flood large areas of 
land, some of which may have historical, sentimental, or aesthetic value. 

It is not enough to compare overall costs and benefits (both economic 
and non-economic); it is important al so to consider who receives these ben
efits, and upon whom the burden of payment falls. Most persons would agree 
that if a public works project is financed with tax money, the benefits 
should accrue to a large group of people and in such a way that it is un
economic to assess each for his share received. If this were not the 
case--as in the use of a toll-bridge or a public campground--it would seem 
to be most equitable to make the beneficiary pay for the goods or services 
he receives. If, for example, some few farsighted businessmen would earn 
a huge profit in the form of increased land values due to the flood protec
tion afforded by a system of reservoirs, most taxpayers would agree that 
the beneficiaries should pay an increased share of the cost of flood pro
tection. Yet the cost-sharing formulae for a Federally financed flood con
trol project make no such provision for user fees. 

There are, however, notable exceptions to the popular opinion that the 
beneficiaries of a public project ought to be assessed the cost. For 
reasons of income redistribution from rich to poor or giving impetus to 
regional development, for example, an otherwise objectionable project may 
win approval. And, just as it is important to determine who the benefic
iaries of the several flood control alternatives would be, it is important 
to determine who ultimately pays the costs. For these reasons some attention 
will be directed to the incidence of flood costs under the various alter
natives investigated in this report. 

The hypothesis to be tested in this study is that flood damages in 
the Minnesota River Basin can be economically reduced. It is further hypo
thesized that, of the two basic approaches to flood damage reduction, the 
optimum approach for the Minnesota River Rasin will include. both corrective 
(structural) and preventive (non-structural) measures. 

2The 1972 Water pollution Control Amendments state that in situations 

of this type "storage and water releases shall not be provided as a 

substitute for adequate treatment or other methods of controlling waste 

at the source." P.L. 92-500, Sec. 102 (b) (1). These amendments might 

act to prohibit the use of low-flow augmentation as a solution to Twin 

Cities pollution problems. 


It is useful at this point to clarify the use of the work "optimum," 
as this concept has different meanings to different people or factions. A 
farmer or homeowner located in the flood plain might perceive the optimum 
plan as one which reduces or eliminates flood danger at minimum cost to 
him in terms of increased taxes. A local government official might opt for 
the plan that minimizes the need for 10cal financing, relying heavily on 
Federal revenues, so that he cannot be blamed for an increase in local taxes. 

Note that i.f Federal revenues are used, the cost of a public project 
is borne by taxpayers throughout the nation, who are not able to represent 
themselves in choosing the best alternative. Thus there is a strong tendency 
to seek maximum Federal financing, and the most economically efficient plan 
may be rejected in favor of an inefficient plan that receives a greater 
proportion of Federal support. 

For purposes of this study, the point of view of the planner will be 
that of a national citizen interested in utilizing Federa1 funds only if 
available for the most efficient p1an. However, the implications from a 
statewide or Minnesota point of view will also be analyzed. 

The general objective of this study is to conduct an economic analysis 
of flooding and flood damage reduction alternatives in the Minnesota River 
Basin. The specifi.c objectives are: 

(1) To summari ze the total costs of flooding in this area. This will 
be done by compiling existing data on the 1965 and 1969 spring floods in the 
Minnesota Basin, along with Corps of Engineers projections of anticipated 
average annual damages. Data on the 1965 and 1969 floods are to be ob
tained from various Minnesota and Federal agencies in both publ ished and 
unpublished form. 

(2) To determine the incidence of flood costs in the Minnesota Rasin-
i.e., who pays the costs of flood damage, after relief payments and reim
bursements are allowed for. This will be done by examining the data in 
(1) above with reference to Federal and State flood programs. 

(3) To determine the costs of flood damage reduction under the various 
alternatives advanced here. Secondary data from Federal agencies will be 
relied upon for this purpose. 

(4) To determine the incidence of f1 ood reduction costs for each 
alternative. This wil1 involve an investigation of Federal and State leg
islation to determine the extent of government participation in financing 
each alternative at the Federal, State, and local levels. 

(5) To determine the beneficiaries of flood damage reduction under 
each alternative. This will be based on a comparison of flood costs and 
their incidence both with the implementation of the alternative and in the 
absence of it. 
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(6) To determine the interaction of flood damage reduction policy in 
the Minnesota Basin with water reSOllrce policies of the State of Minnesota 
in other areas, such as Twin Cities waste treatment policy. 

(7) To suggest ways in which Federal and state flood policies maY 
be improved. 

CHAPTER II 

LEGISLATION AFFECTING MINNESOTA FLOOD CONTROL POl,lCY 

This chapter enumerates the Federal and State legislation that has 
a direct, traceable effect on flooding or flood damage reduction. All 
of these acts have an effect on policy decisions regarding flooding. In 
addition, all of these acts have some influencE' on the incidence of flood 
costs. In most cases the legislation shifts Dood costs from the individual 
or business to a governmental unit, or from one level of government to 
another. 

There are only two Minnesota statutes that relate directly to topic 
at hand. One is the Calamity Act (Minnesota Statutes Chapter 9.061, 19~J); 
the other, the Flood Plain M;'nagement Act (Minnesota Statutes Chapter 104, 
1969) . 

al1l!t~ 

The Calami ty Act authorizes the State I Executive Counc iI' to take 
necessary steps to prevent an impending disaster thrrt threatens to destroy 
lives or property, and to grant relief to communities stricken by such a 
disaster. To this end the Executive Council is allthori:;:cd to spend up to 
$2,000,000 in anyone fiscal year, and to Lise the facilities and offices of 
the State, including the State's military organization. 

Far more comprehensive is the Flood Plain Management Act, passed during 
the 1969 legislative session. lt sets forth the policy of the State of Minne
sota with regard to flood control clOd establishes channels and methods for 
the implementation of this policy. 

It is the pol icy of this state and the purpose of [this Act j not to 
prohibit but to guide development of the flood plains of this state 
consistent with the enumerated legislative findings, to provide state 
coordination and assistance to local governmental units in flood pl-'lin 
management, to encourage local governmenta:I units to adopt, enforce 

The Executive Council is composed of the Governor, Secretary of State, 

State Auditor, State Treasurer, and At torney General. 
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and administer sound flood plain management ordinances, and to pro
vide the commissioner of natural resources with authoritv necessary 
to carry out a flood plain IUcqnagement program for the state and to 
coordinate fed'F~l, state, and local flood plain management activities 
in this state.~' 

The act requires every local governmental unit within the State to sub
mit a letter of intent to comply '''ith the provisions of the Act by June 30, 
1970. When the commissioner of natural resources determined that suf
ficient data is available for the delineatiou of flood plains within the 
local jurisdiction, he s to notify the local units. Thereupon the local 
governmental uni.t is requlred to prepare a flood plain management ordinance 
in accordance with the provisions of the Act, and submit it to the commis
s ioner for 'lpprova:l. The 10ca lord inances arc to be enforced by the local 
unit, wi tll the commi ssioner authori:;:ed to conduct pe,riodic inspections to 
assure this. 

places ,,,here the flood plain has been de Uneated by ordi.nance, the 
Flood Plain Hanagement Act prohibits major alterations to structures in 
existence on the effective date of the ordinance. Moreover, no new fi11, 
structure, deposit, or other flood p13in use that is hazardous to the public 
or that restricts the capacity of the floodway to carry floodwaters is 
permitted. This does not apply to emergency alterations or alterations 
authorized by another Stale agency or Federal agency. The commissioner 
is charged with formulating guidelines for permissible flood plain uses, 
giving due consideration to businesses the nature of which rf'quire them 
to be located in the flood plain. 

Thus far most communities have responded favorablv to the Flood Plain 
Managt'ment Act, although some fevl locales have exhibited reluctance to 
comply. The Department of Natural Resources has given priority to aiding 
communities that are \.]11Iing to comply with the law and has not undertaken 
to force compll<:mce in other areas, simply because of the 'vork load involved. 
Presumably, nt some time in the future the D.N.R. will have comp.1eted its 

Statutes, Chapter 104.01, Sl1bd. J. 

Minnesota Department 

insur ing wise 

of Natural Resources has defined 
"A term applied to the full range of public on 

LIse of the flood plains. It includes everything from 
collection and dissemi.nntion of flood control information to actual acquisi 
tion of flood plain lands, and the construction of rIood control measures 
in addition to the enactment and administration of codes, ordinances, and 
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lreview of the proposed ordinances submitted for approval, and personnel 
\ 

, 


will be freed for enforcement duties. 

Within the Minnesota River Basin, localities that have adopted flood 
plain regulations approved by the D.N.R. are Bloomington, Chaska. Granite 
Falls, Mankato, North Mankato, and Blue Earth County. In addition, 
studies defining flood plain areas have been completed for Burnsville, 
Carver, Chanhassen, Eden P~airie, Savage, and Shakopee, while such a study 
is underway for St, Peter. 

The 1916 Flood Control Act was landmark legislation in that it auth
orized Federal participation in combating floods. It permitted the use of 
Federal funds to improve navigable waters and their tributaries for flood 
control purposes, "if the benefits to whomsoever they accrue are in excess 
of the estimated costs and if f:he lives and social security of people are 
otherwise adversely affected,":> Investigations and improvements were to be 
carried out by the Army Corps of Engineers. 

The 1941 Flood Control Act 

The 1941 Flood Control Act extended Federal activities into the area 
of emergency work. It authorized $1,000,000 per year "to be expended in 
rescue work or in the repair or maingenance of flood control work 
threatened or destroyed by flood .. ," The 1936 1941 Flood Control 
Acts, then, set the precedent for later flood control activities, allowing 
Federal participation in flood prevention as well as disaster relief. 

Section 205 of the River and Harbor Act of 1948 authorized the Secre

tary of the Army to allot up to $100,000 for small flood control projects 

not specifically authorized by Congress. Local cooperation is required 

on such projects, and the project must be complete in and of itself so as 

not to require further Federal funding. TIle ceiling on ex~enditures under 

this act has since been raised to $1,000,000 per locality. A local pro

tection project at Chaska may be implemented under this authority, as it 

is currently under investigation. 


4Minnesota Status of Flood Plain Management, Department of Natural Resources, 
St, Paul, Minn., 1972. 

Congress, Session 11, Chapter 688, Sec. 1. 

6 77th Congress, Session 1, Chapter 377, Sec. 5. 

80-858, Section 205, 62 Stat. 1182, Ch. 771. 
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Puhlic Law 84-99 is the major piece of legislation governing Corps of 
Engineers actions in flood emergencies. The law initially authorized an 
emergency fund of $15,000,000 to be expended in emergency preparation, 
flood fighting, rescue operations, and the strengthlng or restoration of 
protective floodworks. 8 As P.L. 99 is now administered, the Corps of Eng
ineers shares responsibility for emergency activities with local officials. 
The Corps of Engineers' duties include initiating contact with local of
ficials and providing technical assistance for developing emergency plans; 
furnishing local communities with flood forecasts; and providing flood 
fighting supplies and eqUipment (including equipment operators) as well 
as pumps to solve interior drainage problems. Local responsibilities 
are to obtain rights-of-way for emergency works, to provide all labor, to 
patrol and maintain protective works" and to conduct cleanup and restora
tion operations following the flood. 

Public Law 81-875, approved September 1950, is an act authorizing 
Federal assistance to State and local governments in major disasters, as 
determined by the President. This assistance could take several forms. 
Federal agencies were authorized to loan personnel, equipment, and other 
resources to state and local governments, without requiring compensation. 
Th., distribution of Federal foods, medicines, and other consumables was 
authorized. Federal property donations were also permitted by 
this act. the law provided for performing protective work, clear
ing debris and wreckage) making emergency repairs to public facilities of 
local governments, and providing temporary replacements for such facilities 
lost to disasters. Following the 1969 floods in the Minnesota River Basin, 
over $1. 82 million in Federal funds was paid to local units of government 
under the authority of this act. The corresponding figure for 1965 flood 
losses was $1.89 million. Host of this went to repairs of public roads not 
under the Federal-Aid Highway system and other puhlic facilities, although 
some small part went to floodfighting. 

Puhlic Law 91-606, the Disaster Relief Act of 1970, replaced P.L. 
875 and further expanded the role of the Federal government in remedying 
the effects of major floods. Section 203 of this act renewed the authorities 
granted under P.L. 875 and added the authority for the Office of Emergency 
Preparedness to provide emergency shelter to disaster victims. Moreover, 
the following activities were authorized: 

L. 84-99, 69 Stat. 186. 
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a) During a major disaster proclamation, any Federal agency adminis
tering a grant-in-aid program may modify or waive administrative procedural 
conditions for assistance that would otherwise prevent the giving of assis

tance .. 

b) Grants of up to $250,000 and up to 50% of the tota1 cost of develop
ment of State dis!lster pl!lns arf' authorized. 

c) Emergency communications and transportation facilities can be pro
vided in the event of a major disaster. 

d) Debris removal from both public and private lands is authorized. 

e) TE "porary housing may be provided to victims of fl~ods, without rent 
for the irst twelve months of occupancy. Moreover, mortgage or rent pay
ments can be made on behalf of individuals thn:atened with dispossesion 
or eviction as a result of financial hardship caused bv the disaster. Such 
assistance may be provided for as long as one vear. 

f) The Small Business Administrat ion, Farmers Jiome Administration, and 
Veterans Administration are authorized to cancel the principal of somf' loans 
to disaster victims. Thev are also authorized to defer interest and prin
cipal payments, and to refinance mortgnges on property suffering substantial 
damage. 

g) Unemployment and reemployment assistance may be grantf'd. 

h) Legal assistance, food stamps, relocation assistance, and other 
forms or relIef are authorized for provision to disaster victims. 

Thus the Feder"l government has undertaken some tasks that heretofore 
were c.1 ther ilssum"d by privat(, agencies (e. g. the Amer Lean Red Cross) or 
were not taken car" of at al I. As a result a largf'r protion of flood losses 
in the future wUl be horne bv the Federal government and, ultimately, the 
Federal taxpayer. 

The Housing and Urban Development Ac100f 1968, P.L. 90-11118, contains 
the Nat lona] Flood Insurancf' Act of 196R.· The flood i.nsurance program 
set forth in this act is intended to be an integral part of a unified nat
ional program for flood plain management. 

Tn the past, flood insurance has been generally unavailable for most 
flood p1ai n dwellers. When it was avai 1able, it Ivas usually at act narial 
rates that were so high (and justi fiably so) that the insurance was out of 
reach of most homeowners and businessmen. 

10Titl~ XIII, P.L. 90-448 
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Actuarial flood insurance rates have been extremely high for two reason,;. 
First and most obvious is the risk factor. Only persons residing in high
risk flood plain areas seek to purchase flood insurance. Since persons 
occupying areas safe from flooding are not inclined to buy i.nsurance, 
there is not a broad base over which to spread the risk. And s·ince the 
risk is high for all potential buYers, the premiums must bf' high as weI.. 

Secondl , there is the fact that flood claims are not normally 1spers.-d 
over a vast spatial and temporal dimen,;ion. This means that whe.T1 flood 
disaster occurs, there lvi 11 be a tremendous drain 011 the resourcc~s of 
Sllrance. compan i es whose operaL ions <-"Ire localized" The e f~ct wou] d be to 
cripple the opel-aLions of the insurer, if not bankruptcy, and f1()nd insHr
,mcf' underwriters must charge higher premiuI!L~ to compeosate for this t-isk 
A contrary example is fire c1 aims. ,"hleh are normallv spreCld ovC'r both t i 
and space so that the ecotwmie impact On thE' insurl,r i" ess intense. 

In view 0 this and in vipI<' of the Llet that relocation or structuyal 
protection are llot :llways pC0nomicaJly f\:asi_blf~) Congrc:ss <1l.1thoriz(·d Ff:d
erally suh"idized flood insurance. Unti 1 re<~entlv, th" premiums for 
owners were sub;ddized to he extent that they rf'presf'nted anonl: 1~::r 

previous actuarirt rates. Premiums have now beE'11 re<iucc·d to about 10;' 
acturaial rrrtes. The program is administrered Vid 11 pilrt'lE'rship of 
Department of Housing ilnel Urban DeveLopment and commercial insurers. 

Because sl1ch inexpensive flood insurance ,,,o111d have the lln<iesirable 
effect of accelerating flood pliiin development, thllS increasing nelt onal 
flood losses, the insurar.ce is appl icable only to existing dC'velopments. 

structurC's within the flood plain are not e1igthle for the subsidized 
program, t11(' act provides for coverage for such structures at 
actuariaL rates. (As yet no policLf's have b<~C'n sold at a,:tuarial rates 
within the Minnesota River Basin, ho\{ever.) 

Furthermore, in an effort to I iminate submarginal developments with-
in flood plains, cert;1i.n other requirements are tied to tllC' issuance of 
flood i.nsurance. First, the state in \"hich the property is located must 
take steps to gUide the developmC'r1t of flood plains in such a way as to 
exclude developments that are of hig11 damage potential, unless the proposed 
new development is dependent upon" river-front location. Df'velopments 
that would entail hazard to puI,l ie he-altl! or safC'[v in the event a 
flood also t a be f'xc] uded, as well as developments that would inc reilse 
flood depths. Secondly, the local uni t of government must enact an on! in
ance gutding flood plain use in tlw manner described above, ;md must· app1 
to H.ll.D. for admission to the flood insurance program. 

J. Bernste in, "Flood Insurance HilLl No Flood Buycrs~lI 


Star, June 28, 1972. 


Department of Natural Resources, St. Paul, 
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Minnesota has adopted such a law--the Flood Plain Management Act of 
1969. In the MInnesota River Basin, the communities of North Mankato and 
Montevideo have adopted local ordinances that complv with H.U.D. land use 
requirements, and have applIed for and been accepted Into the flood Insurance 
program. Nine other communitIes have been accepted to the program on an 
emergency basis, pending approval of their ordinances and applications. 
They 'l.re Bloomington, Blue Earth County, Brown Cy~ntv, Carver, Chaska, Gran
i te Fall.s, Mankato, Scot t County, and St. Peter.· (Note that incorporated 
communities within a county do not automatically £:;,come elIgible when the 
county does; a separate applIcation is required.) 4 As of October 31, 1972, 
there were 142 flood insurance policies in effect withIn the Minnesota River 
Basin. Virtually all of these were policies applied to dwelling units 
rather than businesses. 

The waiting period after the purchase of a polIcy before it goes into 
effect is only fifteen days. Usually floods in the Minnesota Basin can be 
predicted more than fifteen days before their occurrence. There is some 
evidence that homeowners are aware of this, and that they wi11 ,·mit unti.l 
the flood threat is virtually certain before purchasing a policy. 

If this is true, it does not necessarily mean that the flood insurance 
program is a failure in the area. The facts that the policies are heavily 
suhsidized and that participation not mandatory indicate that the program 
is not designed to force homeowners to hear their share of flood costs. If 
the waiting period is so short that occupants buy the insurance only in 
years of antIcipated floods, the effect is not to negate the value of the 
program. The effect Is merely to increase the extent of suhsidization. 

The flood Insurance program relies upon participation hv the State and 
local governmental unit for implementation. No individual can purchase 
flood insurance if the community or county in which the property is located 
has not been accepted into the program. There is no requirement that indIv
iduals purchase the insurance, although at some time in the future they may 
have to forfeit their eligibility for Federal disaster relief they pass 
up a chance to do so. Only twenty-nine Rapid City homeowners affected bv 
the flash flood there in 1972 had purchased the insurance, even though their 
community was eligible. As a result of thIs and a similar situation during 
the East Coast floods, the rates have been rei5ced some 40% effective July 
10, 1972, in hopes of attracting more buyers.· The purchase of flood in
surance would most certainly be an economically rational move on the part of 
flood plain dwellers, but thus far few people have done so. 

The St. Paul Companies, St. Paul, Minn., 

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, op.cit., 

There are many possible explanations for people not buying flood 
insurance. But one of the most ohvious and evident is human nature 
and the tendency of the average person to assume that 
asters such as floods or earthquakes will never affect 

Internal Revenue Code Section l65(c) permits the deduction of casua
lty losses from taxahle income. In the event of personal property losses, 
this deduction is allowable only to the extent that it exceeds $100. Bus
iness losses are fully df>ductihle. 

Since this is a tax deduction and not a tax credit, the actual amount 
of the offsetting suhsidy depends upon the individual's or business' effec
tive marginal tax rate. An individual with taxahle income of $10,000 would 
be subsidized for approxim,'ltely 20% of the loss, whereas an individual witb 
taxable income of $40,000 would he suhsidized for nearly 50% of his loss. 
Corporations would be subsidized for 22% of their loss on taxable income 
less than $25,000 and 4R% of taxahle income greater than that. 

Title 23, Section 125 of the U.S. Code provides for an emergency fund 
set up to f1 nance the rep,1"i r or reconstruct ion of highway"', roads, and trails 
which have suffered flood damage. With few exceptions, such roadways must 
be a part of the Federal-aid highway system. Section 120 limits such ,'lid to 
50% in most cases, hut a 196R amendment permits the Secretary of Transpor
tation to increase the Federal share to 100% if he deems it to be in the 
public interest. 

566 

The Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act, passed in 19')4, per
mitted the ~,rticipation of the Department of Agriculture tn flood control 
activities. The Soil Conservation Service was hereby authorized to con
struct small flood control reservoirs in upland areas. The Federal expen
diture for a single reservoir is limited to $250,000, while the size of the 
structure is not to exceed 25,000 acre-feet of storage capacity. Moreover, 
the watershed served must not exceed 250,000 acres in size. 

legislation has small effect upon flooding in the Minnesota River 
Basin because of the paucity of satisfactory reservoir sites. Slnce the most 
serious flood problems occur on the main stem of the river, 
are needed than are available in order to have a significant 
losses. The Soil Conservation Service has no relief programs. 

Quote of statement made by George K. Bernstein, Federal Insurance 

, OF .cit. .L. 83-566, 68 Stat. 666, Chapter 656. 
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The Third Supp1ementa] Appropriation 1957 authorized the Sec
retary of Agriculture to make payments to farmers who perform emergency 
conservation measures for various reasons, including rehabilitation of [']ood
damaged landso In order to be e·!igihle, the damage must he of such a naturp 
that, if left untreated, \vill impair or endanger the land; \vill materinllv 
affect the productive eapacity of the land; not likely to reeur frequently 
in the same area; and wou1d be so costly to that Fedend Assistance' 
is required to return the land to productive use. Note thnt the pavments arc' 
for land treatment only; crop damage or farmstead damages are not included. 

under P.L. 85-58 in the Hinnesota River Basin follovJing the 
floods totaled $30,046 for rehabilitation of 1433 acres. Over half 

this amount went to Nicollet COllnty farmers. No payments were made follow
ing the 1969 floods. 

Although Federally suhsidized crop insurance tg available to farmers, 
it is not sold in areas subject to river flooding. Some relief for far
mers is available from privute agencies, and from the Federal government 
through the 1970 Disaster Relief Act and P.L. 8,)-58, but most agrlcultur;ll 
flood losses are borne in large part by the individual farmer. 

CHAPTER ) It 

THEORETTCA], BACK(;ROUND 

BeIlC'fi t 

1n the 1936 Flood Control Act, Congress, recognizing the importance of 
considering the economic feasio! lity of water resource proj , required 
that estimated flood project benefits "to they accrue" must 
costs in order for Federal funds to be granted. theory. ts ex
ceed costs, then the project will constitute a net ition to national product, 
and is deemed to be "economically efficient." Benefit-cost is is the 
conventional means that has evolved for determining whether 
indeed economically efficient. 

BenefIt-cost analysis consists of 1) identifying benefi 
and assigning a dollar value to them; 2) discounting benefits 
accruing throughout the time span of the project life, to 
of the opportunity cost of the capital used; and 3) comparing 
and cost figures. This can be done in any of four ways. The 

Law 85-58 

telephone conversation with Mr. Dufresne of the Federal Crop 1nsurance 
Corp., St. Paul, Minn., on July 7, 1972. 

1 74th Congress, Session II, Ch. 688, Sec. 1. 
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most frequently in evaluating water resources projects is to determine a 
constant annuity with the same present value for both benefits and costs. 
The benefit-cost ratio, then, is the ratio between these t,vo annuities. In 
this Hay an economically efficient projeet is one where the ratio of ben
efits to costs is greater than 1.0. 

The other three methods, all equivalent t the first, are 2) to compare 
the aggregate present-va·!ued benefits with aggregate present-valued costs, 
an economically efficient project being one for the sum of benefits 
is greater than the sum of costs. 3) ro construet rat of the present 
value of all benefits to the present wdue of costs; if the ratio is 
greater than one, the project is deemed economically efficient. I,) Ih,ter
mine the internal rate of return of the project under consideration (i.e., 
the present v<11 LIe of the flow of y i.e1 expected to he forthcomi.ng from the 
proj ect). If this is :sreater than tbe chosen rate of scount, the 
tunity cost of the funds required, the project i efficient. 

Two m3jor problems arise in the app1 cation 
to public investment projects. The first is that efficiency is 
but one of several valid cri terin for determini whether a project ought 
to be instituted. Among the other criteria are such things regional 
economic groHth, personal Lncome distrihut on, , environmental 
quality, and aesthetics. Tn some eases a project economically 
efficient mny be worthy on othl'r grounds, an econom
ical ly efficient project may be objectionable because ffect on thesf' 
other v3riables. 

The second problem is that benefit-cost analvsis is ly--and often-
improperly applied. In such a ease benf'fit-cost is a poor indicator 
of the economic efficiency of a projl'ct. Tnclusion of irrelevant costs 

benefits, exclus·ion of relevant costs and benefits, or injudiciolls sel 
ection of the interest rate used to discount beneflts and costs accruing in 
differpnt time periods will have the effect of inflat or deflating thl' 
benefit-cost ratio. 

In vie" of the fact that n3tiona·! economIc efficiency is not tbl' sole 
criterion for evaluation of the worth of government investment projects, it 
is desirable to identify the other criteria, and attempt to assign a dollar 
value to them as heneflts or cosls. To the extent that other variables can
not be quantified in dollar terms, elT1 effort should be made to include them 
as constraints on tbe benefit-cost analysis. The other criteria referred 
to here would inclnde public health and safetv; income distribution; regional 
economic growth; environmental, ecological, and aesthetic effects. 

R. Prest and R. Turvey, "Cost-Benefit Ana]ysis: A Survey," Economic 

Journal (No. 300, vol. LXXV), Dec. 1965, p. 703. 
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Public health and safety are important but largely non-quantifiable 
benefits of a flood control project. Hence it is difficult to include 
these benefits in the formulation of a benefit-cost ratio. If flooding 
presents the danger that public water supplies will be contaminated, it 
is precarious to attempt to approximate how many people might be afflicted 
with ill ness. Moreover , accurately assigni ng a dollar cost to the proj ec ted 
medical bills, work-time lost, and pain and suffering involved is virtually 
an insurmountable task. The same is true when the threat to public welfare 
is in the form of traumatic inj ury, drownings, and the like, although in 
this case historical data might be used to provide a reasonable estimate 
of the Hkelihood of such occurrences. Still, assigning a dollar cost to 
injuries suffered is subject to wide error. 

Obviously, the situation becomes even more complex when an attempt is 
made to value loss of life. Although some amount of theorizing and research 
has gone into this question, the answer must be indeterminate. It is evident, 
then, that the health and safety aspects of a flood control project ought 
to be considered separately from the benefit-cost analvsis. This is not 
to say that they should be neglected; indeed, likely outcomes with and with
out the project should be carefully tabulated and the results presented to 
the decision-makers involved. When considering a marginally sound project 
these benefits may play an important role, but caution should be exercised 
when the public health and safety criterion is used to justify an otherwise 
uneconomic investment project. This is especially true since the.re are other 
types of pub lie investment that af feet public health and safety. 

The equitability of income distrihutional aspects of a government in
vestment project is also a difficult criterion to applv, particularly because 
it is a politically sensitive area. There appears to be general--but not 
universal--agreement that public funds should not be used to effect an income 
transfer from low income people to higher income people. The determination 
of who bears the costs and who reaps the benefits of public lnvestments 
comes into play here, and if the cost-bearers and beneficiaries are not the 
same group, political controversy can be expected. 

The best the economist can hope to do here is to make the determination 

of the likely outcome of the project with respect to income distribution 

and again pass the information along to the decision-makers. If it is pos

sible to determine beforehand what the "desired" income distributional as

pects of a project are, this criterion can be included as a constraint on 

the benefit-cost analysis, with greater or lesser weight being given it 

according to how much importance is attached to it hy the decision-makers. 

Nevertheless, to attempt to quantify income distribution for explicit inclu
sion in the benefit-cost ratio would be arduous prone to large error, 

even if the desired effects are agreed upon. 


3Even if a nearly infinite value were placed on human life, a given figure 

may well save more lives if invested in something other than flood control: 

in traffic safety or heart research, for example. 


s Cl.osely tied to consideratlons ot 
as a criterion for project 
national economic efficiency 

and income distr ibu tion. The rat ional e for consideration of regional growth 
is that, where a region is in a state of economic stagnation relative to the 
rest of the economy, government investment projects might be expected to 
provide the stimulus needed to enhance economic growth. Hence a submarginal 
project i.n terms of economic efficiencY may be desirable on these grounds. 
This criterion is most valid when applied to projects in regions where sub
stantial underemployment of resources exists. Where the underemployment 
is not so large, the growth argument is of minor importance, and it may even 
become a tool whereby proponents of a submarginal project seek to inflate 
benefit estimates. 

Even when the inclusion of regi onal economic growth as a benefi t is 
warranted, the an8lvst must avoid several pitfalls that would act to inflate 
benefits hevond the level. For instance, the "region" must be 
carefull y and defined. as the magni tude of regional benefits is 
directly related to the economic si7.e of the region. Also, if underemploy
ment of resources is the rationale for counting regional growth benefits, 
then those benefits ought to acerue to the underemployed resources. If the 
underemp loved resource happens to be. human labor. the income dist r ibution 
owi ng to the proj ect ought to favor unemployed labor. Further, the regi ona] 
growth benefi.ts to be counted should include only primarv benefits, and not 
secondary stemming from the action of the government expenditure 
mult i pll er. 

there is no market i.n existence for these "goods," and therefore no accurate 
way of measuring their dollar value. Yet they are important, and should be 
taken into account by the decision-maker. The aesthetic loss due to the con
structi.on of unsightly dams or levees is hardly quantifiable. A simi.lar 
case is the damage done to fish breeding grounds by channel improvements, 
or the loss to society ,,,hen a popular historic site is inundated by a reser
voir. It is hardly possible to measure these things in terms of national 
pconomic efficiency. Therefore, they must be brought to the attention of 
the decision-maker when he is evaluating the benefit-cost ratio that has been 
formulated. 

When the benefi.t-cost ratio is properly calculated, relevant constraints 
are included, and non-quantifiable effects are noted, benefit-cost analysis 
is an invaluable tool for making decisions on public investments. However, 
it is possible for benefit-cost analysis to be abused, in which it becomes, 

., 	 at best, worthless; it may even be a means whereby special interest groups 
exert unwarranted pressure to serve their own ends. This is a particular 
danger in the area of flood control, where existing cost-sharing practices 

.. 

to 
so difficult 

as quanti fica
tion i concerned the crlteria mentioned above. This is so because 
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result in project beneficiar:tes bearing a very small portion of the cost. 
Accordingly, a discussion of ways in which benefit-cost analysis can be 
distorted follows. 

Discount 

The function of the discount rate Ln benefit-cost analysis ac
count for the opportunity costs of funds expended on a project, to 
take account of the return those funds would have earned had they 
diverted to another project or not spent at ,,11 (left in taxpayers' pockets). 
This is necessary because the bem,fits from a project are distributed over 
a period time ns long as one hundred years, while most costs are in
curred at the beginning of the life the project. Tf too low 0 discount 
rate is selected, the benefits and occurring in later vears will be 
enh;\t1ced relat i ve i 11 ini t1 al vea rs, and since benefIts 
occurring in later are expected to exceed the costs in the same years, 
the rotio of benefits to costs will be incre8sed. Thus too Iowa discount 
nHe will result in an inflnted benefit-cost ratio, and some suhmarginAl 
proic>cts may nppe.ar to be economi.cally efficient. Too hir;h 0 discount ratf' 
has Llw opposite effect, and some cconomicDlly ef fic Lent projects may he 
rejected. 

Selection of the proper discount rate, then, is cruciAl to the accuracy 
of h<'l1efit-cost analysis. Yet the determi.nation of the er" rate is a 
difficult and controversial task. Part of the problem is to decide what 
the u 1 ! Lmat e source () f pub Li c i llves tment funds is, order to determine 

ir ('pportunjty cost, and to havp [",OWe crilcri ,,,hich l 0 measure the 
social rate of disCOllllt. 

A 1951 

,'buuld he identic,,!. to that po id on long-term government 
government i.nvestment projects disp18C'.e a corres

ponding arnD1Jnt or private investnent, which would klve brought returns at 
1 than or equal to the government hond rate. This is economically 

, net'l(>cting the fact that the government bond rate 1s much lower than 
the n>~urn on most investments in the private sector because private in
vestments mnst return enough to taxes before nct earnings are ca1
culatpd. IIence the social return on dispiac"d private capi is usually 
far grC'3ter than the government bond rate, even if the net private return 
i.s equal to the government rate. 

II second criterion for determining the social rate of discount is the 
marginal productivity capital in the private sector. The ;1ssumption here 
is the same ns above: that the public investment project displaces an 
equdI (lmolmt of private j nvestm(~nt, ilnd therefore the opport un itv cost of 
public funds is what they would have earned had they been left in the pri 
vate sector. Thi amount is more than twice the rate o[ interest on govern
ment bonds, due to the [act that the corporate income tax--at the marginal 
rat" of 48/:--requi.res private investment to return a gross rate of nearly 

to return a n;or of the nmoHut r. The inclusion of a premium for risk in 
private capital m;lrket furthe; increases the rate of marginal produc

tivity of capital. 
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Another general criterion used to estimate the social rate of diSCOunt 
for public investments is the social time preference rate for society, Each 
individual has a choice of consuming his current i.ncome in the current pt.'Tiod, 
deferring some part of his constlmpution to a later period (saving), or hor

against future income so as to increase current consumption. This i~ 
He attaches a "price" to the of deferring 

rate on his savings; if other individuals 
unconsumed current income, this is 

ount they must pay him. This is the ind ividllal' rate. 

The aggregate time preference rate [or all individuals in the econom:,' 
is Tf onf::"> views government investment::.; 
CIS a on 0 constlmpt on from present to future, thell it is ob
vious thal t110 government investment ought to pay the consumers at least 
the equivalpnt of the social time preference nHe in pxchange for tlwir de' 
erral of consumption. IJhi Ie this is theore Iy sound, it is empiric,111 
impossihle to determine a s lngle soc fal t imp prefc'rence rate, hecallse th" 

time preferellce rate varies from one individual to the next according 
i neorne level (both pres,mt and prosppctive), consumpt Lon pre rerences, 
other variables. In a perfect copil I market, nc'l for societv WOll 

be zero (savings would equal investment), \J()rrowing and lending ratps ,vottLd 

be equal, and the soci81 tim!' prer"r"nce ratE' wouLl corn'spond exactly t" 
the marginal productivilv rat:" of capital. This situation seldom occurs, 
howeve.r, so tl1(' "proper" discount ralc' for publ c investments is in large 
measure unascertainahl . The most appropri discount rate '''ould probal)[v 
be some sort of weighted of the marginal productivity of ('api tol and 
the social time perferenee rate, insofar as they C8n be determined. 

s 

Another way which benefit-cost nnnlysH' is distorted is through C"'"nl 

ing benefits or costs which should be excluded, or not counting those ",hit.-" 
deserve lo be included. It is us!'lC'ss to trY to draw strict rules deline'll 
ing the sorts of items that should he included excluded, hecause this 
varies from project to proj depf'.nding on the stoted objectives. An ef
fort to identify some major problem areas follows. 

One area of difficultv reg;]rcis the inclusion of "secondary bf'nefits." 

This is an amhiguous concept, re[crring to thosp benefits that are not a 

direct result of project "xpenditure. Secondary benefits are fined 

as "the values added by incurrin~ secondary costs in activities stemming 

from or induced by the pr0ject .'" More clearly stated, second;uy benefits 

are the increased net incomes of activities which transport, se.ll, or pro

cess the products of the project area, or provide inputs or services to 

the project area. 


J. Waelti, C. Dirck Ditwilcr, 3nd Williom E. Phlllfps, 
for unpuhlished, University 
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for example, suppose that a flood control project on the Minnesota River 
permits some formerly uncultivable land to be put to use growing corn. A 
primary benefit of this would be the increased income of the farmer 
owning the land. benefits in this case would be the increased 
profits of those persons engaged in selling farm supplies to him, and of 
those who purchase his produce, transport it, process it, and resell it. 
Although secondary benefits have received a great deal of treatment in the 
past, the general consensus among economists now seems to be that secon
dary benefits should be included only in exceptional cases, if at all; 
and when included, they should be limited in amount to those s~condary ben
efits that are specific objectives of the project. 

Another problem concerns An 
externality is a side effect, an unintended outcome another 7 
action. Externalities can be detrimental, or they can have positive worth. 

characterized as consisting of two types: 
technological and Technological spillovers are those that affect 
physical quantities outputs that other producers can get from their in
puts, or affect the amount of satIsfaction that consumers can get from thetr 
inputs. PecunIary spillovers are shIfts in prices that are caused by an 
investment project. For example, if a flood-control reservoir were to ra"i se 
the water table so as to the productivity of surrounding lands, the 
loss of production is a cost to society--a technological spillover. 
If this results in the bidding up of prices for unaffected land iA the area, 
there is a pecuniary spillover--one transmitted by price changes. 

The distinction between primary costs and benefits and technological 
spillovers is only that the latter are unintended. The same can be said 
of secondary costs and benefits as compared to pecuniary spillovers. Ac
cordingly, an attempt should be made to put a price on technological exter
nalities and include them in the benefit-cost analysis whenever possible, 
while pecuniary externalities should be excluded. To include them would 
entail double-counting and would probably bring in a number of irrelevant 
costs and benefits, as well as being empirically tedious. It is tautol
ogical that a government investment project will result in consumers re
allocating their spending priorities, thus causing increased investment 
in some industries and decreasing it in others. This is merely a part of 
the dynamic equilibrium process that characterizes the price system, and 
should not be counted as costs and benefits of a project. 

It is important to take cognizance of opportunity costs when deciding 
what costs and benefits to include. For example, if one of the benefits of 
a flood control project is that it enables fifty families to move into the 
area and farm bottom land that was formerly subject to frequent inundation, 

7
One author has defined externality as " ••. not a deliberate creation but 
an unintended or byproduct of some otherwise legitimate act
ivity." See E. , Postwar Literature on Externalities: An 
Interpretive Essay," Journal of Economic Literature, March 1971, p. 2. 

8
Prest and Turvey, op.cit., p. 688. 

N. McKean. 	 (new 
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then the incomes of those families counted as benefits must be offset by 
their opportunity costs of employment elsewhere. 

One final note before moving to consideration of the valuation of ben
efits and costs. When a flood control project permits farmland to be put 
to a higher use, it must be determined whether the increased crop output 
should be valued at its nominal value. In cases where an extreme surplus 
already exists, there is considerable doubt that the additional output 
should be counted as a benefi t at all. In the case of feed corn, [or 
example, the increased output may simply add to the surplus already held in 
storage, thus increasing storage costs, but making no real contrihution to 
national product. Tn the case of other crops where a subsidy is paid to 
the farmer, the increased output should be valued at its "real" price 
rather than its support leveL 

The valuation of benefits and costs is another area in which the pot
ential for distorting benefit-cost analysis exists. In many cases no mar
ket price exists as a basis for evaluation, so the value must be imputed-
which is likely to be a highly subjective process. In other cases market 
prices, though in existence, provide a poor indicator, either because these 
prices contain distorting influences (as in the farm subsi.dy example) or 
because the prices are subject to change over the life of the project. If 
prices are expected to change relative to one another, adjustments may be 
required. However, if all prices are expected to change in roughly the 
same proportion, no adjustments need be made. 

When investment projects are large enough to affect prices, benefits 
cannot be valued by multiplying the quantity by either the old price or the 
new one. Some intermediate price would be the best indicator but this 
will be hard to determine, except in 	the rarE' case when the demand curve 
is linear. The same problem arises on the costs side because the price is 
large. This is all further complicated by the fact that the amount of the 
price change will have to be estimated before the implementation of the 
project, and uncertainty is bound to 	be present with regard to the size of 
price changes. 

In imputing values to benefits and costs and in adjusting prices, how
ever, the economist is treading on dangerolls ground. There is a high pro
bability of error. The best that can be said is that, where no market 
prices exist [or benefits or costs, or where there is clearly a large div
ergence between market prices and social marginal costs, an attempt at 
adjustment should be made. When divergences are minor, or when divergences 
on the benefit side are likely to be offset those on the costs side, 
it is not necessary to try to ascertain the price for each and every 
input and output •.. 

! 

Multiple-purpose reservoir projects such as the one proposed for the 
Minnesota Rlver Basin usually entail the problem of determining the al1oca
tlon of jOint costs to each of the several As an example, con
sider a hypothetical reservoir that is to provide the services 
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of flood control, power production, and water-related recreation activities. 
Some eMits, such as hydroeleetric turbines or boat-launching ramps, are 
"separable;" that is, they can be attributed to a single one of the pur
poses. Most costs, however, are joint in nature; they cannot be attributed 
to anyone purpose, but would still exist even If that purpose were elim
inated. This eategory of costs includes such items as dam construction and 
land acquisition costs for the reservoir. 

Suppose now that one or more of the purposes of a project is required 
to reimburse the financing agency for the benefits accruing to that purpose. 
If the reimbursement is to be related to the actual costs attributable to 
that purpose, then the joint costs must be "llocated to the sever:,] pur
poses in some way. Since the amount of joInt costs allocated to Pilch pur
pose "i 11 affect the user charges for the serv"i ces 0 f that pu rpose, the 
rc:ethod of alloeating the joint costs often becomes a heated pol I tical-econ
omic question. Several methods have been devised, but no one method is 
universally applied. 

It should be noted the ocntion of ioint costs has no effect on 
the benefit-cost ratio a proj Even if cost-allocation procedures in
dieale that one or more purposes entail costR that are greater than the ben
efits attributed to that purpose, t still economically rational to 
include the purpose in the proj OnlY if the cost of In
cludi ng a purpose is greater than t hat purpose 
be excluded. Allocation of j a tool for determining the 
ult imate sourees of f inanc i ng dec ide "hether 
a project as a "hole should be 

The allocation of joint not] to important role 
in the evaluation any reservoirs constructed on the Hinnesota 
River or its tributaries. allocation Is needed to prescribe fin
ancing arrangements for tiple-purposC' projects where one or more of the 
purposes is reimbursable. Yet the feasible purpose in the Minnesota Riv
er Valley that is reimbursable in a "ay that jo"int cost allocaUon l",olIld 
be required is the use of stored to provide municipal "ater supplies. 
Even so, this purpose is only feasible in two areas: Ne" mm and perhaps 
Marshall, neither of which is enough to the B.1ue Earth Reservoir to be 
included in the planning for that project. Only If a multiple-purpose res
ervoir were to be constructed near Ulm would allocation of joint costs 
be necessary (there feasible sites for large reservoirs near Marshall). 
Flood control and 10"-f10,, augmentation (either for navigation or pollution 
abatement) are not reimbursable project purposes. Hydroelectric power pro
duction, "hile being a reimbursable use, is only remotely feasible in the 
Minnesota Valley, Recreation benefits require reimbursement by the State, 

but the calculations mad 1.11 such a way that joint costs 
are not locat ion j oint costs is not immediatelv 
relevant to the analysis control projects in the Hinnesota Rasin, 
further explanation of Ivil not be undertaken in this study, 

Virtually all water resource recognize that land-use regula
tion should consti tute integral part of ;]I1Y flood control pr08ram. In 
the absence such a regulatory program, flood damage potential usually 
increases I.y over time, when substantial investments in strurtural 

ood control measures been 

Opponents of flood plain frequentlv 
ons on the assert Lon that im 

the individual to use fit, This "fee-s"!mplc" concept 
of ownership mlght have val idity were it not for the fact that flood plain 
occupancy often entails publ that "ould be avoidable, glve.n proper 
and-use poUc ies. If f1 , the taxpayer eventually bears the 

brunt of costs such as rcpairing damage to public roads and utilities, and 
disaster relief. Even i no occurs within the planning horizon, un
restricted flood plain occupancv may engender demand for structural pro
tection works, normallv constructed at publlc expense. 

Further ohje'ctlons to flood plain land-use restr lctions arise from 
3ndmvllers who fear a reduction in t value of their property. To be sure, 

this is almost certalntv, but the reduction in value is not likely to be 
nllv more than would be the case i potentia1 flood damages t"ere incorpor
ated into the land-value appraisal by prospective purchasers. And the 
reduct iOl1 in value tmuld certain1 v be less than that which tmuld occur fnl
iOI",ing a disastrous flood. Also, even though land values drop for a specific 
p,,[('(,l of land, there is likely to be' concomitant increase in the value 
of rwarby Lanel that is a suitable substitute' for the ?:oned land. So the 
net cost to society resulting from the laod value deerease "ill be offset 
by iJ nC't gain in value for alternative sites outside the flood plaIn. 

Aside from the ['act that flood plain oceupancy leads to public ftood 
costs, t"o other reasons [or regulating laod use are frequentlY advaneed. 
One is that flood pLain occupancv poses external eosts to other flood plain 
d"e 11ers, oi th'cr upstream or dovns tream. The other is that, inmost cases, 
locating in the flood pl;]ln is either irrational or an ignorant aet. 
Therefore, the authorities ought to restrict land use to protect the "ould
1>10 occupant from himself. 

12 p . L • 89-72, "An Act to provide uniform policies "ith respect to recrealOOtto Eckstein, I tion and fIsh and l,i1dl1fe bencfits and costs Federal multipurpose
Evaluation 

"ater resource projects," requires that the state separable

1 costs for recreation facilities and/or for fish and wildlife [acllities, 
S.V. Ciriacy-Wantrup, "Cost Allocation in Relation to Western Water 	 and to pay all of the operation, maintenancc, and for these 
Policies," 	 (XXXVI:l), Feb. 1954, p. lIlt. facilities, No reimbursement of joint ts attributable to these pur

poses is required. 
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Without question the first of these reasons for regulating land use has 

merit. Man-made structures located in flood plains can exacerbate flooding 
in upstream areas by retarding runoff, as for example when land fill en
croaches on the floodway and reduces the water-carrying capacity of the river. 
Downstream flooding can be aggravated by such things as paving projects that 
increase runoff. 

In addition to the possibility of flood plain structures altering the 
flow of floodwaters in a harmful way, there is the likelihood that some types 
of structures, if flooded, will contribute debris or contaminants to the 
floodwaters. Chemicals, sewage, and housing debris all pose increased 
hazards for downstream areas. 

Most persons would agree that land-use regulation is warranted if flood 
plain occupancy imposes costs on other land users or taxpayers. However, 
there is not such widespread agreement that land-use regulation is just
ified to protect the user from his own actions. If people occupy hazar
dous flood plain land because they are ignorant of the danger, the solution 
may be information programs rather than land-use regulation. Further, at 
least one author has argued that if persons choose to ignore the flood haz
ard because of either irrational optimism or a proclivity to gamb:l:3' it is 
an infringement upon their rights to prohibit them from so doing. 

There is precedent for government action to protect the individual, even 
against his will (e.g., mandatory installation of safety belts and perhaps 
air-filled crash bags in automobiles). However, even if it were conceded 
that government ought not legislate land-use restrictions to protect prop
erty owners from their own actions, the fact is that this is not the only 
reason for regulating flood plain land. Limiting public costs and prevent
ing the imposition of costs on others are reason enough. 

Flood Control On The Minnesota River And 
Pollution Abatement Policy 

The course of action to be taken to reduce flood losses in the Minne
sota River Basin will probably be intertwined with Twin Cities waste treat
ment policy decisions. A large segment of the benefits attributable to any 
reservoir project on the Minnesota or its tributaries is likely to be the 
enhancement of downstream water quality arising from the use of stored 
waters for low-flow augmentation. The proposed Blue Earth reservoir is an 
example: Corps of Engineers' annual costs estimate was $7,939,000, with 
annual benefits tE the amount of $10,434,000, of which $1,810,000 was for 
"water quality." Most of the amount of benefits attributable to water 

13William C. Pendleton, "Some Economic Aspects of Land-Use Regulation, .. in 
Report of a Land-Market Seminar sponsored 

Research Committee. University of 
Illinois College of Agriculture Special Publication No. , Oct. 1965, pp.3-14. 
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quality was for low-flow augmentation to dilute sewage effluent from the 
Twin Cities and Mankato. If these areas were to select some other means of 
meeting water-quality standards in place of low-flow augmentation, then the 
benefit-cost ratio for any reservoir project that had included low-flow 
augmentation benefits would be reduced accordingly. In the case of the Blue 
Earth Reservoir, the result would be a benefit-cost ratio of about 1.09, in
stead of 1.31, thus making it a marginally feasible project. 

The water quality problem in the Mississippi River below the 
St. Paul sewage outlet may become critical at times of low-flow by 
There are basically two solutions to this problem; 1) augmentation of flow
age, and 2) further treatment of wastes before dumping them into the river. 
(Within these two solutions are a number of alternatives, e.g., to augment 
low-flows with water from the Mississippi Headwaters area or the Minnesota 
River, etc.) The two solutions are not perfect substitutes, however. Low
flow augmentation dilutes the wastes, but does not reduce the amount of 
wastes put into the river at any time; whereas further treatment of wastes 
reduces the amount of effluent going into the river. For this reason it 
is difficult to compare cost data for tertiary treatment versus low-flow 
augmentation. One may be as good the other for the sake of meeting Fed
eral water quality standards, but in terms of reducing the absolute sewage 
load, tertiary treatment is the more effective. 

Another pOint regarding 10'v-flow augmentation deserves mention: it 
has become obsolete as an element of national pollution control policy. On 
October 18, 1972, Congress passed Public Law 92-500, the "Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972," over a Presidential veto. 111is 
act declares the national goallgf eliminating the discharge of pollutants 
into navigable waters by 1985. Section 201(b) of this legislation states 
that 

Waste treatment management plans and practices shall provide for 
the application of the best practicable waste treatment technology 
befor any discharge into receiving waters ••• so they [pollutants] 
will not migrate to cause water or other environmental pollution 
and shall Pf9vide for consideration of advanced waste treatment 
techniques. 

The passage of this bill indicates that the Twin Cities may well have 
to move to tertiary treatment of sewage by 1985. Low-flow augmentation to 
dil ute wastes has lost its status as a viable alternative. 

, State. 

L. 92-500, 8~ Stat. 816, Sec. 101(a) (1). 

, 86 Stat. 833, Sec. 20l(b). 
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Furthermore, the capacity of a streamflow augmentation program to ef
fectivelv dilute Twin Cities wastes is limited by the size of the Minnesota 
River dr~inage b;;5in. Once a certain 1 evel of discharge in terms of bio
('hemi cal oxygen demand is reached. low-flow augmentat ion alone wi 11 not 
suffice for polJ11tion abatement. s.imply because there won't be enough stored 
water available for release. 

If the water quality problem is one that occurs primarily at times of 
Im.:-flow. then jow-flow augmentation may be a good substitute for further 
treatment of sew"ge. However, it is likely to be a short-term solution. 
since population growth will incTease the sewage load over time so that 
furt')e~r treatment of wastes will eventually be required. An economic analy

s ,f any strucf "Iral flood control reservoir should consider this point 
and)t~ier- point ;nentioned above before accepting the in<-'1l1sion of water 
'lua1 i t V improvem,·:-It benefits in the benefit-cost analysis. It may well 
'"" no reser. ':lir project in the Minnesota Basin will have a favorable 
'IP"'~ t-cost rat: oJ i low-flow augmentat ion bene fit s for pollut ion abatement 

rhe Twin C; ties are not counted. Hence. if the Twin Cities area and 

~ area cho(. 3e to use tertiary treatment as a means of meeting water 


qUil,it"y standard'- , then the reservoir alternative may be effectively elim
G.~~.,"l- as n viab! policy in the Hinnesota Basin for the foreseeable future. 


::::-ing formula for pollution abatement using low-flow augmen


t cit i 'tl dii fers fr 

The cost-sh;; 

"Jm that for tertiary treatment. The Federal Water Pollu


Lie 11 'nt rol Act 
 -;>f 1961 provides for Federal payment of low-flow augmen

tati s, wit 
 -lout reimbursement requirements, if benefits are wide

spread. The Fe :leral Wale r Pollut ion Cont roll~ct Amendment s 0 f 1972 

authorize grants 
 -:>f of construction costs. lienee local interests 


~Jol11d have to bee; ::::- no less 25% of the costs of construction of an ad

vanced waste treu _ment proj ,as well as having to pay operating. mainten

:.lrH.:(' ~ ;'l.nd rcpa i r costs. Since low-flow augmentation requires no State or 

; '1( n l -::hls may opeeate elS an incentive for State and local deci

"10n-makers to al in favor of low-flow augmenta_tion. 


riven that 1 .-lin ies pollution abatement poll d.es will have an ef fec.t 
on rt~od control -:)01 ieies in the Minnesota River Basin, the following questions 

may have to be an 3werecl in order to determine the optimum c.ourse of action: 

1) Relative const -:-uction c05ts for low-flow augmentation and tertiary tre,4t~ 

ment works need t :> be estimated. 2) Relative operating, repair, and main

tenance costs for the two types of facilities. 3) Incidence of costs under 

the two alternati 1e8--i. e., '''hat "ill be the tax burden On vClri ous groups 

oft populat ion 4) The probable course of future national policy with 

respect to waste ischarges needs to be investigat~l. 5) A determination 

of t point at w 1.1ch the unner limit to the effectiveness of low-flmv 
1.8 r,-~ached. 6) The relelt-ive fldvLsahili ty of storing waters 

ion behind daIlLs on the Minnesota River, as opposed 
to other areas, if the low-flow augmentation alternative is sel 
ected. 

. L. 87-88, Sec. 2 (b) (4) . 

Recreat ion 

Flood control policy decisions are quite obviously interrelated with 
the availability of various kinds of water-oriented recreation facilities 
in the Minnesota River Basin. F]ood control reservoirs would create lake 
space for boating. swimming, elnd the like, and the value imputed to lhese 
activities is counted in benefit-cost analyses of such projects. This 
occurs at the expense of whatever recreational value the river has in 
its "natural" state, and any recreational benefits attributable to a res
ervoir must he reduced by the value of existing recreation opportunities 
foregone. The reduction in recreational value occurs primarily through 
inundation of some lands. although damming the river can also alter the 
ecology of it in such a way that its recreational value Is curtailed. 

As an example, the proposed Blue Earth Reservoir would have made lake 
fishing possible on the reservoir in the amount of 13,000 fisherman-days 
annually, Yet the reservoir would inundate some 29,000 acres of land. some 
of which is presently used for recreational purposes (e.g" hunting or stream 
fishing). Tn placing a value on the fishing benefits of the reservoir, tlwse 
recreation opportunities foregone must be sublracted. 

There is no doubt that a reservoir On the Minnesotel River would 
used heavily if equipped for recreatlonists. particularly if constructed 
at the proposed Carver. Blue Earth (Rapidan), or Rush River si tes. all of 
which are easily accessible from the Twin Cities metropol1tan area. And 
there is little question that demand for water-oriented recreation facilities 
within easy reach of the Twin Cities ,-:ill increase ovex time, as the rural
to-urban migration trend continues to put pressure on existing rpcreational 
areas. Furthermore, the 10w-f1 ow al1gmentat ion result ing from reservoir oper
ation might make the lower Minnesota itself more suitable for water-oriented 
recreation in the forms of riverside ing and riding trails and boating. 

Some problems are encountered in trying to place a dollar value on 
recreational benefits. The method usual1y followed is to estimate the num
ber of persons who would partictpate in various recreational activities at 
the site, then assign a dollar value to each "activity occasion," The de
mand estimates, of course, are subject to a large margin of error. More
over, thi s metllod values all act ivity occasions within a class at the same 
rate--e.g .• if there is only one hoat on the reservoir, the owner derives nO 

more enjoyment therefrom than does the owner of one of several hundred boats, 
despite the presence of signjficant crowding externalities in the latter 
case. For lack of a better method of estimating recreational benefits, how
ever, this method must be used, bearing in mind that it is subject to inac
curacy. 

Water supply needs are far from critical in the Minnesota River Basin. 

, Groundwater sources plentiful for most areas; only .7 of 17 million

•I gallons per day used in municipal areas in 1960 was taken from surface 

1 
I sources. water supply problem is expected to exist for Ulm hy tIle 


year 2000. and for Marshall (on the Redwood River) by 2020. Since none 


op.cit. ,
92-500, Sel 202(a), Stat. 834 
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of the potentially feasible reservoir sites identified by the of 
Engineers is near or above Marshall on the Redwood River, Marsball s water 
supply needs will not even enter into the benefit-cost evaluation of any 
proposed sites, and can be disregarded in this study. One of the poten

feasible sites is on the Minnesota River at New Ulm; presumably, the 
of this reservoir would include enhancement of New Ulm's water 

supply. However, since new water sources woul d not be needed for over 
twenty-five years, the benefits would be discounted over at least that 
long a period. As a result the present value of water supply benefits 
would be quite small, depending, of course, on how large a discount rate 
were used. 

Power 

There are now two hydroelectric plants in use in the Minnesota Basin. 
at Granite Falls (on the Minnesota River) has an installed capClcity of 

while the other, located Redwood Falls (on the Redwood 
, has a capacity of .50 megawatts. The Federal Power Commission 

has identified an additional site on the Minnesota with hydroelectric pot
ential, having a capacity of 7..9 megawatts. However, hydroelectric power 
development is not likely to prove feasible. Economic factors forced the 
closing of five hydroelectric plants on the Miss~~sippi River and its 
tributaries in Minnesota during 1968-1969 alone.~~ Moreover, the Northern 
States Power Company has donated to the State a large amount of acreage 
on the St. f:roix River with hydroelectric potential, probably largely he
cause development was not economically warranted. 

The Northern States Power Company is currently planning to huild in 
Minnesota a thermoelectric generating plant with a capacitv of 1600 mega
watts. The 2.9 megawatt undeveloped capacity of the hydroelectric site on 
the Minnesota River is of small significance in light of this. Further, 
the economies of scale in the power industry are such that a plant with a 

of only 2.9 megawatts will probably be unahle to compete with the 
that are now in vogue. 

Northern States Power had considered using part of the proposed Blue 
Earth Reservoir for storing electrical pmver. This was to be done by draw
ing down the hydroelectric pool during the low-load night hours. Whether 
this could be justified economically remains to be seen, but it is most 
unlikely that hydroelectric generation of power will be able to compete 
with thermal or nuclear generators. If the Minnesota Basin's water re
sources are to have a major role in meeting the power needs of the state, 
it will probably he in the form of cooling nuclear or thermoelectric gen
erating plants. 

, p. 341. 

Irrigation 

Present irrigation needs in the Minnesota Basin are small, and can be 
met through the utilization of ground-water. The demand is currently abont 
2 million gallons per day (MGD), projected to to 3 MGD hy 1980, 
4 MGD by 2000, and umping to 460 MGD by 2020. Since a sizeable demand 
is not likely to arise until well after the year 2000, irrigation needs 
that could be met with reservoir storage would contribute very little in 
the form of benefits when converted to present value. Hence, the inter
relation between irrigation policy and flood damage reduction between 
irrigation policy and flood damage reduction policy is probably quite small 
in the Minnesota Basin. 

Navigation 

A Federal project authorized in 1892 deepened the channel of the Min.1e
sota River to four feet from the mouth of the river to Shakopee. During 
World War II, a project at private expense dredged a nine-foot channel from 
the Mississippi to Savage (mile 13.2). In 1962 the nine-foot channel was 
extended to mile .8, ag::dn at private expense. Later, in 1968, the Savap,l'
to-mouth reach was improved at Federal expense. recent Corps of Engineers 
study indicated that extending the nine-foot channel to Mankato would be 
economically feasihle, but local opposition effect quashed this pro
posal for both economic ann environmental reasons. No low-flow augmenta
tion is required to maintain navigable depths on the Minnesota River and 
the }1ississippi within Minnesota, as this is accomplished hy the existing 
pools formed by dams on the Hississippi below Hinneapolis. Hence there is 
little cause for including navigation benefits when evaluating the reser
voir alternative. 

There is, however, a deficiencv of water for navigation on the Missis
sippi below St. Louis during the winter months, due to low flowa8e on the 
Hissouri River at that time. The problem is likely to intensify as with
drawal of water for irrigation pruposes is increased in the upper reaches 
of the Missouri Basin upon completion of the (;arrison Diversion Project. 
Low-flow supplement from reservoirs on the Minnesota could help to alleviate 
this problem, although the benefits would accrue to areas outside Hinnesota. 
Even if Federally financed, it is doubtful whether Minnesotans would be 
amenable to such a proposal under the circumstances. 

24Water Resources Deve lopmentin Minlle so tClmbyL~'L..U~S~,~~Army ~C~~~f Eng
ineers, U.S. Army Engineer Division, North Central, Chicago, Tllinois, 
1971, pp. 5 and 36. 

..r 28025 U _ • 
nl~nnesota Op.Clt., p. . 
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Downstream Water Needs 

To what extent should downstream, out-of-state benefits that would re
sult from a reservoir on the Minnesota he included in benefit-cost calcula
tions? As noted in the previous paragraph, damping the fluctuation in flow 
on the Minnesota River could supply flowage needed for downstream naviga
tion. Moreover, flood damages in downstream areas could be reduced and 
more water could be made availahle for such needs as pollution abatement 
and irrigation. There is some doubt as to whether Minnesotans want to en
courage development of their water resources to benefit outstate uses. 
Even if no State funds are involved, a portion of the costs would be borne 
by Minnesotans via the Federal tax structure. 

Some very real costs exist for local residents, aside from these con
siderations; e.g., the personal nostalgic loss that would he suffered by 
residents of Garden City, Minnesota, ~lich would be submerged by the pro
posed Blue Earth Reservoir. Moreover, some of the downstream heneficiaries 
would be in competition with Minnesota producers and their competitive pos
itions would, in some cases, be enhanced in comparison to Minnesotans. The 
vast Texas Water Project would take water from the Mississippi River, stor
age being partially provided by Minnesota River and other upstream reservoirs, 
and use it to irrigate lands for the production of feed grains, to the det
riment of Minnesota farmers producing the same crops. To be sure, down
stream benefits are bound to constitute only a small portion of the total 
benefits used to justify a reservoir project, but if the project is mar
ginally acceptable, state residents may want to take a good hard look at 
these henefits. 

Summary 

It should he evident at this point that certain types of benefits 
attributable to flood control projects are not relevant to the economic 
analysis of those projects. The reader should hear this in mind as he 
reads the ensuing chapters regarding the costs of flooding and the costs 
of alternative solutions. Water quality henefits in particular should he 
regarded carefully, as should hydroelectric power benefits, recreation hen
efits, water supply benefits, et al. 

Moreover, the benefit-cost technique of analysis should be used with 
due regard for the distortions it can cause. Since most water resource 
projects have an estimated life of 50 to 100 vears or more, a very small 
difference in discount rates can make a large difference in the henefit
cost ratio. Additional ways of distorting the henefit-cost ratio have been 
enumerated, and should be considered when evaluating alternatives for 
flood damage reduction. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE COSTS OF FLOODING AND THEIR INCIDENCE 

IN THE MINNESOTA RIVER BASIN 

The objective of this chapter is to determine the real dollar cost of 
flooding in the Minnesota River Basin. Further, these costs are broken down 
according to which institutions, groups, or individuals pay the costs, after 
all subsidies and tax deductions have been allowed for. No attempt has heen 
made to determine the incidence of flood costs by income group due to the 
paucity of avai.lable data. 

The prime source for 
Army Corps of Engineers. 
collects such data, which 

Sources 

the damage figures in this chapter is the U.S. 
There is no agency of the State of Minnesota that 
is somewhat disadvantageous. The State agencies 

that have use for such data rely on the Corps of Engineers' e'ftimates, 
meaning that there is no way of cross-checking the estimates. Since the 
Corps is well-staffed for such work, there would likely he a duplication of 
chores if the State were to undertake the same. Moreover, it may be expen
sive. Nevertheless, if the State is to assume a greater role in water re
source planning, it would he useful if data were gathered and sorted in a 
way such that the end result is suited to the type of planning that is to 
be done. 

The Corps of Engineers' data is collected to facilitate planning based 
on watershed lines, without particular regard for political boundaries. This 
is contrary to Minnesota's planning objectives, where the water resources with
in tIle borders are of paramount interest, and whatever happens outside there 
is of secondary importance. 

Other sources of data included the American Red Cross (Minneapolis and 
St. Paul Chapters); Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Division of 
Soils, Waters, and Minerals; Minnesota Pollution Control Agencv; Minnesota 
Department of Manpower Services; Minnesota Division of Civil Defense; Minne
sota State Planning Agencv; Minnesota Department of Taxation; Office of the 
Adjutant General, State of Minnesota; and the St. Paul Companies (insurors). 
Federal agencies contacted, in addition to the Corps of Engineers, were the 
U.S. Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, St. Paul; U.S. 
Internal Revenue Service, St. Paul; U.S. Soil Conservation Service, St. Paul; 
and the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, St. Paul. 

110\" Costs are Calculated 

Due to the random nature of flood occurrences, it is necessary to es

1 timate the expected value of average annual flood damages. Planners usually 
~. 

IAn earlier attempt by this author to double-check the Corps of Engineers' 
damage estimates for the 1965 and 1969 spring floods proved fruitless and 
was abandoned. 
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assume that the flood damages prevented by a f100d control project are even
ly scattered over the Hfe of the project, though in reality the damages 

may be bunched tm,rard the or end of the project Ii fe. 
Once an average annual benefit figure .e., average annual damages pre
vented) is calculated, this can be compared with the discounted stream 
of costs in order to appraise the economic efficiency of the project. 

The average annual damage figures cannot be estimated simply by summing 
storie damage figures and dividing bv the number of years, however. Most 

flood control planning is done to protect against the "lOO-year flood," i.e., 
a flood having a 1% chance of occurrence in any year. The use of the term 
"IOO-year flood" implies that average annual damages can be determined by 
simply securing damage figures over a lOO-year period, and dividing by 100. 
This is obviously erroneous; flood damages for Mankato for 1872 to 1972 are 
hardly comparable to expected damages for 1972 to 2072, because of the dif
ference in the amount of development of the flood plain between the two 
periods. 

Even if differences in development are allowed for, however, historical 
flood records cannot be relied upon to give an accurate indication of prob
abU i ty. Since floods are randomly independent events, the 100-year flood 
is just as likely to occur in two consecutive years as it is in vear I and 
year 101, and it mayor may not occur in any given 100-year period. Further
more, if historical data are used, the occurrence of a flood will change 
the probability of occurrence for a flood of a given size. Clearly, the 
probability does not actually change, but the statistician'd assessment of 
these probabilities changes. 

For example, using the log-Pearson Type TTl distribution- to analyze the 
historical data existing as of 1950, the level of discharge of the 1965 flood 
at Carver would have been accorded a probabilitv of occurrence of once in 
2,000 years. However, following floods in 1951, 1965, and 1969, the probab
i.lity of occurrence of the s,me level of discharge, based on historical data, 
changed to once in 95 years. 

log-Pearson Type III distributi.on is the statistical method of deter
mining flood frequency adopted by the 0. S. Water Resources Council. It is 
described as 

log Q = M + KS 

where Q computed flood flow for a selected recurrence interval 
M mean of logari thmic magni tude of annual flood event 
K Pearson Type III coordinates expressed in number of standard 

deviations from the mean for various recurrence intervals 
S standard deviation of 10garHhmic magnitudes of annual flood events. 

Water Resources 

Watershed ~istrict. Prepared by Itasca Engineering, 

Minnesota, July 1970, p. 28. 
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In order to determine average annual damages, a realistic estimate of 
the expected flows and their frequency must be made. This must be done, not 
on the basis of past records, but on the basis of probable meteorological 
and hydrological conditions. By estimating the probabilities of different 
levels of precipitation, snow accumulation, rates of thaw of winter snows, 
ground conditions (depth of frost penetration, etc.), the discharge-fre
quency, elevation-frequency, and elevation discharge curves can be constructed. 
Then, using data obtained in field surveys, the relationship between depth of 
flooding and probable extent of damages is determined. Finally, the depth-dam
age data are correlated with the expected extent of flooding to arrive at an 
estimate of average annual damages. 

Average annual flood damages in the Minnesota River Basin and downstream 
areas have been calculated by the Corps of Engineers. These data are broken 
down into four categories: urban damages, crop damages, other agricultural 
damages, and transportati damages. 

i nd udes flood damage to resi dences, business places, 
, public property, streets, and utilities. It also in

c1udes loss of wages and profits, expenditures for temrorarv housing, flood 
relief, and expenditures [or additional fire and police protection. 

_C_r~_~<lI11<l~ consists of direct crop and pasture damage, as well as 
costs of replanting, refertilizing, reduced yields, loss of animal pasture 
days, etc. 

Other__~l\.!:L~ul_t includes damage to farm bui ld ings, equipment, 
fences, and drainage ; loss of livestock and poultry, and land 
damage due to scour and gully erosion or deposition of sediment or debris. 

Transportation damage encompasses direct damage to railroads, airports, 
bridges, culverts, and waterways which arc not included in the urban damage 
category. Also included are costs and added operation costs for 
vehicles, r2ilroads, and airlines. 

Unfortunately, the average annual damage data that \"ere available were 
of 1imited use in thi s study, for two reasons. First, the data were not 
presented in sufficient detail to permit anything more than a rudimentary 
analvsis. Urban damage figures, for example, give no hint as to the relative 
magnitudes of actual damages sustained (e.g., damage to structures), related 
costs and losses (traffic_ detours, evacuation costs), and flood fight and 
cleanup costs. 

Secondly, the average annual damage figures as obtained from the Blue 
Earth Reservoir Report were only for the reaches of the Minnesota River 
from Mankato to its mouth and the Blue Earth River Basin. Thus the average 
annual damage data were of limited use in making comparisons wi th damage 

1 
4Interim Survey Report On Blue Earth River, Minnesota River Basin, For Flood 
Control and Related Purposes, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Paul, Minn., 
1970, p. E-6. 
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figures for the 1965 and] 969 floods. for which data were presented for the 
Minnesota River Basin in its entirety. Still, the average annual data as 
were available are presented here for informat ion purposes. along wit h the 
data on the 1965 and 1969 spring floods in the Minnesota River Valley. 

The Corps of Engineers' average annual damage estimates are calc~lated 
for a planning horizon of 100 years. During the first 50 years, it is assumed 
that urban development within the flood plain will continue to increase, but 
at a rate which is 20% as great as the rate at which development has pro
ceeded in years past. This is because of the institution of a flood plain 
management ordinance, passed bv the Minnesota Legislature in 19119. The Corps 
of Engi neers assumes that the flood plain management di rect i ve wi 11 be only 
80% effective, due to 1) possiblelaxi in enforcement, since local officials 
are relied upon to perform this task; certain types 0 industrial develop
ment that are dependent upon rivers either a production input or as 
means of transportation will continue t grow; and 1) developme.nt wi 11 con
tinue for "lesser uses," such as recreation, that are permitted by the or
diIKlHce. Although these are designed to suffer minimum damage, 
some losses will still occur. For the second fifty vears of the planning 
horizon, no increase in urban damage potentiaJ within the flood plain is 
projected, because of the unreliability of such long-range predictions. 

Transportation damages are assumed to he constant over the entire plan
ning period. (Although further development of transportation facilities with-

the flood plain is anticipated, it is expected that design improvements 
w:ll1 result in an offsetting reduction 1.n damage proneness). Agricultural 
damages (both crop and other) are assumed bv the Corps of Engineers to increase 
over the first 50 years of the planning period, as tedmological innovations 
increase per-acre crop values and necessitate the purch21se of more expensive 
equi.pment, buildings, and improvements. Again, no increases are projected 
for the second 50 yt'ars due to the unreliahility of such long-range esti.mates. 

Urban ~-=-=-"'-__. 

Table 1 shows the projected average annual damage figures for the Blue 
Earth River Basin and the Minnesota River main stem bplmv Hankato, as taken 
from the Blue Earth Reservoir Report. The ;Jverage annual damage figures 
are for conditions prevaiLing in 1969, and for the conditions expected to 
prevail in 1980. The report notes that the fj gures assume complet ion of 
Stage 1 of the Mankato area levee project. Tahle U follows ,,,ith the nctual 
damages and losses sustained as a result of the 1969 flood, while Table lIT 
gives the data for the urban losses of the 1965 flood. The latter two tables 
contain data for the mtire Minnesota River Basin. 

, p. £-17. 
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TABLE I 

Blue Earth R1.ver $5,/,00 $5,800 

Minnesota River-
Mankato to ahove Chaska $7I,l,OOO $939,OOD 

Minnesota River--
Chaska to mouth of Minn. $1,187,000 ,i!69,400 

Total $1,931, ,000 82,8]4,500 

Transportation damage data were obtained by the Corps of Engineers from 
city, county, and State higb,ay engineers and railroad offidals following 
the 1951, 1965, and 1969 floods. Detour costs were also calculated using 
traffic flow maps. Correlating these figures with discharge observations 
yielded discharge-damage curves, icll were then related to dischrlrge fre

f 
quencies to yield r1vera8e annuaJ damage figures.} As noted pn'viously, tile 
Corps of Engineers' avernge annual damage proiections assume that future 
transportation developmc:nts will he exactly offset hy improvements in de
sign. Therefore average annual dnmages are expected to remain constant 
throughout the planning period. Table IV gives the data for average annual 
transportation damages, while the actual damages for 1969 and 1965 are 
given in Tables V and VI, respectively. Note that the 1965 flood data could 
not be broken down according to railroad damages, detour costs, etc. 

Damages 

Agricultural damages include crop losses (either entire losses or re
duced yeilds, as well as reseeding or refertilization costs) and "other" 
agricultural losses-buiLdings, equipment, and fences damaged, livestock 
lost. etc. These two categories are grouped together here because they were 
lumped together in some data sources, and were difficult to separate. The 
Corps of Engineers calculates average annual crop and other agricultural 
damages by deriving a cost figure for average damages per acre flooded, then 
mul tiplving by the expected numh"r of acres flooded. Table VII shows the 
average annual agricultural damages, ,,,h11 e Tables VII I and IX gi ve the act ual 
figures for the 1969 and 1965 floods. 

6Ibid ., p. £-41 
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TABLE II 

ACTUAL 1969 URBAN FLOOD DAMAGES 

(in thousands of dollars) 

..-----~ 

'" \?O t<J ;<:J 0>-3 :E: O'rj >-l(D 	 .: <: ", ", 'i [ll f-'f-' 0 
(JJ"" 	 0- (JJ [ll ,.,. I'> cro ro 0 c+.... f-' 	 (") o H1 (D I"'" 0P-	 r"' ::> c: (D c: H1 (JJ ::> P- f-'
(D (") (D H1 'i ,.... .:::> 	 (JJ c+ U'i (") "d 'rj,.,. 	 '" 'Jl 	 1-" 
r' 	 ;:;' "" cro 

'" 	 ::> '"i ::r '" I-' 	 0 rt 
H1 
f-'. 
rtLocation 	 u: 

"" 

w 
C1' 

Minnesota River 
above New LIm 281.4 2119 •. 5 156.5 1.7 9.7 0 14.9 409.7 1,123.4 

::leI" U1m to 
Mankato 

above 
5.4 38 J) 52.0 .3 0 0 15.0 13.6 124.3 

Mankato Area 76.2 140.0 201. 9 13.2 3.3 0 41.1 508.6 984.3 

St. Peter to Chaska 68.5 216.0 50.2 Q 2.4 2,113.0 2Cl.1 821.5 3,293.6 

Be10\v Chaska to Mouth .8 30.8 141.1 .3 0 4,415.4 525.6 699.8 5,813.8 

Tributaries 156.8 3/+6.5 3Q.2 6.2 6.4 1+4.2 105.9 319.3 1,024.5 

River Basin 589. 1,02Cl.8 640.9 23.6 21.8 6,572.6 722.6 2,772.5 12,363.9 

TABLE III 

ACTUAL 1965 URBAN FLOOD DAMAGES 

Location Residential Public Business Flood Figh t 
& Cleanup 

Total 

Minnesota R. above Mankato 

Mankato 

Below Mankato to Chaska 

Below Chaska to Mouth 

Tributaries 

$ 106,200 

1,484,000 

1,803,000 

3,000 

42,300 

$ 31,000 

1,056,000 

756,000 

165,000 

900 

S 6,000 

2,010,000 

278,000 

,945,000 

0 

$ 13,000 

2,365,000 

352,000 

1157,000 

4,800 

$ 156,000 

6,915,000 

3,189,000 

3,570,000 

48,000 

'-' 
" 	 Total $3,438,500 ,008,900 55,239,000 $3,192,200 $13,878,000 

Source: 



TABLE IV 

Location Damages 

Blue Earth River 21 ,7()O 

Minnesota River--Mankato to above Chaska S152,900 

--Chaska to mouth $129,700 

Total $282,6()() 

TABLf. V 

--
ACTUAL ] 9()9 TRANSPORTATION DAJ1A(;ES 

Railroad syslem 

,,-y::"-.!::.ern 
Counties upstream 
of Mankato area, 
except Blue Earth 

Blue Earth 

Nicollet 

Sibley 

LeSueur 

Scott 

53,877 ,GO() 

150,000 

37,OO() 

75,000 

166,000 

109,200 

Detours 

S210,600 

,70n 

23,()O() 

$1 ':i3,nOn 

'Iota [ 

$4, ,200 

lSO,()OO 

J7,OOO 

85,700 

L89,600 

1()Q,200 

Carver 86,000 158,SOO 244,BOO 

Dakota 

Total, Roads & 
Bridges, Minnesota 
River Basin 

$4,540,noo $/I 03,70n $4,944,500 

Total, including 
railroads ,69J,8f)() SI,03,70() S5,097,50() 
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TABLE VI 

ACTUAL 1965 TRANSPORTATION DAMAGES 

Damages 

Minnesota $1,000,000 
Yellow Bank 93,00n 
Pomme de Terre 314,00n 
Chippewa 535,000 
Lac Qui Parle 405,000 
Yellow Medicine 37 /1,000 
Hawl, Creek 103,000 
Chetamba Creek 50,000 
Redwood 258,000 
Benver Cree], 94,000 
Cottonwood 503,000 
Ljttle Cottonwood 3,()OO 
Blue Earth 270,000 
Watonwan 388,000 
Cobb 136,000 
LeSuer l20,OOO 
Rush l09,nOn 
Elm Creek 151,000 
Mapl 

Total $5,324,000 

TABLE VII 

AVERA(;£ ANNUAL CROP AND OTHER AGRICULTURAL DAMAC£S 

Av. Annual Damages 
Location 1980 1969 1980 

Blue Earth IO,300 $212,30() $276,000 $l22,SOO $159,300 
River 

Hinn. River 11,238 336,600 437,6()() 159,1,00 207,20() 
Hankato to 
above Chaska 

Chaska to 7,629 153,600 199,500 108,200 140,700 

$ 390,100 $507,200 
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TABLE VIII 

ACTUAL 1969 AGRICULTURAL DAMAGES 

Location CroE Damage Other Ag. Total 

Minn. River Head
waters to mouth $2,700,000 $540,000 $3,240,000 
Yellow Bank River 386,200 128,800 515,000 
Pomme de Terre River 549,700 183,300 733,000 
Lac Qui Parle River 2,385,000 795,000 3,180,000 
Chippewa River 1,138,500 379,500 1,518,000 
Yellow Medicine R. 1,575,000 525,000 2,100,000 
Redwood River 652,500 217,500 870,000 
Cot tonwood River 1,882,500 627,500 2,510,000 
Blue Earth River 360,700 120,300 481,000 
LeSueur River 147,700 49,300 197,000 

Total $11,777,800 $3,566,200 $15,344,000 

Source: After Action ReEort, 1969 SEring Floods: UEEer MississiPEi River Basin, 
Red River of the North Basin, and Souris River Basin, U.S. Army Corps of Eng
ineers, St. Paul, Minn., 1969, pp. A-16-l7. 

TABLE IX 


ACTUAL 1965 AGRICULTURAL DAMAGES 


Reach 

Minnesota River, Montevideo to 
Savage 

Minnesota River, upstream 
from Montevideo 

Yellow Bank River 
Pomme deTerre River 
Chippewa River 
Lac Qui Park River 
Yellow Medicine River 
Hawk Creek 
Chetamba River 
Redwood River 
Beaver Creek 
Cottonwood River 
Little Cottonwood River 
Blue Earth River 
Watonwan River 
Cobb River 
LeSueur River 
Rush River 
Elm Creek 
Maple River 

Total 

CroE and Other Damage 

$3,553,000 

12,500,000 
72,000 

257,000 
410,000 
310,000 
287,000 

79,000 
38,000 

154,000 
56,000 

471,000 
225,000 
253,000 
363,000 
127,000 
112,000 
102,000 
141,000 
148,000 

$19,658,000 

Source: UEEer Mississippi River and Red River of the North Post Flood ReEort, 
1965 Spring Floods, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Paul, Minn., June 1966, 

pp. A-79-80. 
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Table X is a summary of Tables I through IX. Note that the total cost of 
the 1969 spring floods in the Minn~sota River Basin was $32,805,400. Cost of 
the 1965 floods was $38,860,000. The Corps of Engineers has estimated that 
flooding costs an annual average of $3,330,900 in the Minnesota River Basin, 
and this mav increase to $4,539,600 annually by 1980. 

TABLE X 


TOTAL DAMAGES--SUMMARY 


Average Annual Damages;' 

TYEe of Damage 1969 Conditions 1980 Conditions 

Urban 
Transportation 
Crop 
Other Agricultural 

Total 

$1,934,000 
304,300 
702,500 
390,100 

$3,330,900 

$2,814,500 
304,300 
913,600 
507,200 

$4,539,600 

1969 Flood Damages'~'~ 

TYEe of Damage Amount 

Urban 
Transportation 
Crop 
Other Agricultural 

$12,363,900 
5,097,500 

11,777,800 
3,566,200 

Total $32,805,400 

1965 Flood Damages** 

TYEe of Damage Amount 

Urban 
Transportation 

$13,878,600 
5,324,000 

Crop & Other Agricultural 19,658,000 


Total $38,860,600 


* Includes only the Blue Earth River Basin and main stem of the Minnestoa 
River from Mankato to the mouth. 

** Includes all reaches. 


Source: Compiled from Tables I through IX of this study. 
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defined therein as flood control, navigation irrigation, reclamation, pub
lic power, sewage treatment and collection, water supplv and distribution, 
watershed development, or airport facility, any non-Federal aid slreet, 
road, or highway, and any other public building or system, other than one 
used exclusively for recreation purposes. Had this law been in effect in 
1969, it woul d have paid for the repair of virtually all damages to public 
facilities within the Minnesota Basin, save some $206,000 damage to Flan
dreau State Park ( a recreation facility). Even some of this amount would 
have been shared by the Federal government through another section author
izing debris removal. 

Business 

Business damages in the Minnesota Basin totaled $640,000 in 1969, 
$5,239,000 in 1965. Aside from the implicit subsidy involved in income 
tax casualty deductions, there was no specific provlsion under P.L. 875 
granting assistance to businesses. The Small Business Administration did 
make some emergency loans at reduced interest rates. A request for such 
information was referred to the Corps of Engineers, however, and they had 
no precise data regarding this. Under P.L. 91-606, the S.B.A. was authorized 
to cancel the principal of outstanding oans up to $2~OO in the event of 
a disaster, and may refinance destroyed property at interest rates two per
cent below the current rate for marketable long-term lJ. S. honds. (These 
provisions were amended by tIle 1972 Disaster Reli i\ct amendments, so that 
the limit on canceUable loans has now been raised to and interest 
rates for emergency loans have been lowered to a flat Payments on 
principal and lnterest mav he deferred for as long as three years. Also, 
the S.B.A. is allowed to provide loans under the same terms to major sources 
of employment which are not operating as a result of a disaster. It remains 
to be seen what will be the magnitude of disaster aid forthcoming from the 
S.B.A. 

Until the passage of P.L. 91-606, the only substantial defrayal of 
business flood losses was via the State and Federal income tax casualty 
deductions. For the purpose of determining the proportion of business 
flood costs that are passed on to the Federal and State governments in 
this way, it is necessary to estimate the mtllginal tax rates applied to 
the tyt)ical Minnesota River Basin husiness. 

In the Federal instance the question of deLermining the effective 

marginal tax rate is comp1ic3ted by the presence of three distinct rate 

categories: 1) unincorporated enterprises, which pay lax at the same rates 

as individuals, mentioned in the previous seclion; 2) corporations with 


::::.:,-=--::.=.:",=~=-::=:;::.' Augus t 16, 

tax rate is the rate applied to an incremental change in 
This is in contrast to the tax rate, which is 

equivalent to total taxes paid divided bv The 
marginal tax rate is the one of interest here, since the objective is to 
determine the change in taxes paid resulting from a change in taxable 
income (i.e., a flood loss casualty deduction). 
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taxable income of $25,000 or less, which pay income tax at a reat of 22%; 
and 3) corporations with taxable income in excess of $25,000, whi ch pav 
income tax at the rate of 22% for the first $25,000 and On evervthing 
thereafter. No data was unearthed which would reveal the makeup of bus
inesses suffering flood damages along the Hinnesota Ri.ver, either as to 
taxable income level, or as to corporate versus noncorporaLe staLus. There
fore, it is assumed in this study that the average business affecled bv 
floods pays Federal income tax at the rate of 

The 22% rate is reasonable, since it coincides with the rate that 
would be paid by an unincorporated enterprise, if the proprieLor had tax
able income to the personal 'lncome figures arrived 
at in earlier pages Further, it coincides wi th the 

$25,000 of corporate income, and although some cor
porations in the study area may have had income in excess of this amount, 
their marginal tax rates were probably a good deal less than the 487, rate 
through such provisions as the investment credit. 

Determining the marginal state tax rate for businesses requires some 
similar assumptions. The tax rate on corporations is 12% at all income 
levels, so average and marginal rates are the same. However, this is com
plicated by the fact that Federal taxes paid ar!? deductible from Minnesota 
State income taxes. Hence a flood loss casualty deduction reduces Federal 
and State taxable income by an amount X. Federal taxes are then reduced 
by approximately .22X, and this amount is foregone as a SLate tax deduction. 
The net change in State taxable income is then eX - .22X), or .78X. 

Applying the State tax rate of 12% to this, the marginal corporation 
tax rate on flood loss casualty deductions becomes 9.l6/'. Unincorporated 
enterprises pay State income tax at the same rates as indiv·iduals. Assuming 
that the businessman has slightly greater income than the average flood 
plain dweller, a hybrid marginal tax rate of 10% has been estimated for all 
business enterprises, incorporated or not. Thus 22A of business flood 
losses are shifted to the Federal government and 10% to the State. 

Evacuation 

Evacuation costs in the Minnesota Basin totaled $23,600 during the 1969 
spring floods. About one-third of these costs were incurred in the Hankato 
area, and can be expected to be substantially reduced bv Lhe l1ankato levee 
project. These costs are normally paid in large part bv the local and State 
governments (in the form of police and National Guard assistance). It is 
assumed here that evacuation costs are evenly split between local govern
mental units and individuals. In future floods the Federal government will 
assume these costs under the authority provided in P.L. 91-606. 

Relief 

Relief costs during the 1969 spring floods totaled $21,800. These costs 
are paid by the American Red Cross, which asks for no reimbursement. Like 
evacuation costs, relief costs also wU 1 be assumed bv the Federal govern
ment in future disasters as a result of the Disaster Relief Act of 1970. 
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Traffic detour costs resulting from the 1969 ~innesota River flood 
totaled ,572,600 or about 53.2~ of the total urban costs of the flood 
within the Minnf'sota Basin. Most of this occurred in St. Peter, LeSueur, 
Henderson, Chaska, Shakopee, and Savage, with Shakopee and Chaska account 
ing for ovc'r half due to the protracted closing of U.S. High\.]av 169. The 
breakdown of this amount between business and personal travel costs 
not availAble from existing data. Thc're is, of course, no provision I'or 
Federal or State aid to those in,lividuals sufferi ng large detour costs, 
although businesses are able to deduct costs as a legitimate business 
expense. P.. 9]-(,0(, authorizes Fpd,'ral funding of emergencIJ communica
tions and transpor"ation facilities to restore disaster-stri 
communities a "normal pattern as possible, so it may 

that 	detour costs will be part bv the Federal govern-

the future. 

a~"sumed here or costs are commerc lal. i\ 1961 study 
inois Djvisiol1 :) reve.al 1Q that trucks <lnd hl1s~s com

of total traffic on pri roads. l\ssuming that detour 
costs for commercial vehicles are som,>,;hat higher than for automobiles, ilnd 
that some portion of the automobile' traffic is also commercial (s;11(',~men, 
ote.), the 'lOI. figure seems reasonable. Tt rut'ther assumed thell: COI'lml'r
ci.aI dt,tour costs are tax deul1ctibll' l'xpenses, so that the same imnlicit 
tax subsidy is involved as in other tvpes of businGss losses. Such costs 
are not deductiblQ From the income tax returns of priv.1te individuals, so 
th.1t 100% of private detour C(Jsts art' borne bv private parties. 

fit;; 

Wages and profils foregone as a result 
to the 19(,'1 Minnesota River floods de
sirable to 11.1\'(' t'he breakdmVl1 betweC'n 
\.]ere disclosed in the Corns ':as 

p~rmi t ted. \.Jages, 0 f course, 
and State governmf,nts through the program. 

not insurelble or i cost in 

i ts foregone, is not 

taxation bv the :itate and 

nvald, (eel), ~;";__' __'_'~_~'l7,':~~:';':-'=:' edition, 

O,ashington, .Co,: Inst' --- p. 1'15. 


is noli.cv or tile Corps of Engineers to reduce ,{ages and profits 

foregone in a disaster area bv the amount of "ages ane! profits shifted 

elsel.]here. The losses discussed here are genuinely lost to society, 

not just transferred to another cOllnnunitv, business, or ,,,age-earner. 
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For the purpose f lhis studv, it is assumed the wages and pro
fits fo due to flood-induced shutdmms of 25% profits and 
75;:' wages. ls foregone are subject tax provisions 
as other business losses (e .. , a small corporation a profit 
reduct on of dollars would have its Federal taxes reduced bv . 22X). 

the State and Federal unemployment tax system varies, 
to detennine exactlv what prorortion of unemployment 

compensat on Fed(;ral and what are State. The Federal unemployment 
tax is 3. pavroll, ,<lith credit given t the emplov,>r ror :1.7'/, of 
the payroll if unemployment tax ie; paid time. Therefore, 
the effective rate is O.S'/, in most cases. The State unemployment 
tax rate varies from O. to 4.57 depending On the employer's lavoff record. 
For the of simplici ty it is assumf'd in this study that thc' average 
State tax rate .77, so th.ll [5.025% of lInemplovment costs ;]re horne 
bv the F,>d,',ral govermnC'nt, and HI•• 375% bv the StlltE'. Since lhe' unemployment 
pavments arrroximatC' 50'7 of tilf' wages lost due tn flood-inducEc·d shutdowns, 
this means that 5.86~ of ,.mgf''' lost are horn" hv the gnvernmC'Ilt, 
31.6i, hy the Stnte, in .1ddilioll to tllC' ,'ostoo borne governments 
through the income tax ;;tructure. 

ood 

and clean-up costs for tlw 1 River flood 
were I this figure \.;as $2,772, future, floods 
of a , flood fight and cl(O;m-llp ('xpected to 
decrcas(? perm.1nent protection works arc constructed; for ex
amp 1 e, [I ood clean-up costs in the: Mankato area total,>d $508,(iOO 

1969, much eh not he expended once the planned levee proj ect 
is cOPlpleted. 

Of the flood fight and clean-up costs in 19(,9, $1,319,M)() ,.JaS Federal 
money SpCllt under P.L. 99. This docs not include the cost of the 579,000 
sandbags, <) pumps, or teclmica 1 ass is t anee provi ded bv the of F:ng
ineers, so tlte total Federa.l shan, ,wuld in [-nct he' higher than thi. Tn 
the future, under the provisions of P.L. <)1-606, the government 
will assume the cost of debris removal on both ~ilili and private lands. 
Therefore, it appears that lo~al communities will have provide only 
rights-of-way and labor for dike construction and for and main
taining emergency protection works (except machjue 
paid for by the government under P.L. (9). Permanent protection 
"orks must also be maintained bv the local governments. 

1969, wages and profits for the U.S. economy 
Of this amount, $467.4 billion, or 75. 

was wages; the 24. was proprietor's 'income, corporate pro
fits, and inventory valuation adj llstment. 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business 

Vol. 49, No.7, p. 10.) 
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TABLE XI 


I~CIDENCE OF URBAN DAMAGES 


American TotalType of Damage Federal State of Local Businesses Personal 
Red Crossand Occurrance Gov't. Minn. Gov't. 

Residential- 
65.45% 2.35'1 100%1969 Flood (%) 24.2% 8% 


1969 Flood ($) $142,652 $47,128 
 8385,581 $13,829 $589,100 
59.3% 10.7% 100%1965 Flood (%) 22% 8% 

Public-
100%1969 Flood (%) 90.93; 9.07% 

$1,020,8001969 Flood ($) $928,180 $92,620..,.. 
();) 1965 Flood (%) 57.63% 21.19% 21.19% 100% 

1969 Flood (%) 22% 10% 68% 100% 

1969 Flood ($) $141,000 $64,100 5435,800 $640,900 

1965 Flood (%) 22% 10% 68% 100% 

nood ($) 

Evacuation-
50% 100%1969 Flood (%) 50% 

$23,6001969 Flood ($) $11,800 $11,800 
Not available1965 Flood (%) 

Not available
1965 Flood (S) 

TABLE XI, Continued 

Type of Damage 
and occurance 

Federal 
Gov·t. 

State of 
Minn. 

Local 
Gov't. 

Businesses Personal American 
Red Cross 

Total 

Relief-
1969 Flood (%) 100% 100% 
1969 Flood ($) $21,800 $21,800 
1965 Flood (%) Not Available 

.--- ---""------
Traffic Detours-

1969 Flood (%) 6.6% 3.0% 20.4% 70% 100% 
1969 Flood (S) $433,800 S197,200 $1,340,800 84,600,800 $6,572,600 
1965 Flood (%) Not Available 

..,.. Wages and Profits-

'" 1969 Flood (%) 20,43% 37. 16.92% 25.42% 100% 
1969 Flood ($) $147,659 $268,963 S122,257 $183,721 8722,600 
1965 Flood (%) Not Available 

65 Flood ( 

Flood Fight and C1eanup-
1969 Flood (%) 76.13% 3 7.21% 16.65% 99.99% 
1969 Flood ($) 82,110,800 8200,000 8461,700 $2,772,500 
1965 Flood (%) 76.13% 7.21% 16.65% 99.99% 

ill 

1969 Flood (%) 31.6% 7% 3.8% 15.4% 41.9% 0.3% 100% 
1969 Flood ($) $3,904,001 $870,011 $473,500 81,898,857 85,181,902 $35,629 $12,363,900 
1965 Flood (%) 39.6% 10.5% 6.9;; 25.7% 14.7% 2.6% 100% 



Footnotes to Table XI 

it is assumed that the Red Cross paid 100% of relief costs ($21,800), 
and that the remaining $13,829 spent by the Red Cross in the Minnesota Basin 
in 1969 was for residential aid. 

data. The total damage 

, the Minnesota River Basin. Yet, for some communitlf's, 
grants under P.L. 875 for damage repair actually exceeded the reported damage 
figures, somf'times by as much as 200%. Some of this may be accounted for by 
the faet that P. L. 875 grants might include some flood fight costs, but thi s 
does not account for all of the discrepancy. For example, reported public 
damages in the City of Mankato were $58,700, while P.L. 875 grants totaled 
$232,422. Flood fight and clean-up costs were reported to be $146,500, 
leaving aL least $27, unacr.ounted for. Tt is also possible that some 
of the P.L. 875 funds granted t Mankato went repair damage that was re
ported as "tr,lnsportat ion damage" rclthf'r than urban damage. 

The 	,$928,] 80 shown here as puh 1 i c damage incident upon tl1f' Federal govern
of P.L. 875 claims pald to the urban areas named in the 
m,~ntioned eilrlier. The P.L. 875 figures were taken from 

located in the Office of ttlf' Adjutant Ge.neral, St. Paul-
the local representative of the Off ice of Emergency Preparedness for the 
prupose of admini.steri ng P. L. 875 foHowi ng the 1965 and 1969 floods. It 
is assumed hen, that d<'lmages not paid for by the Federal government were 
paid by the State of Hinnesot8, although it is likely that local govern
ments paid some of the remaining costs. P.L. 875 payments not allotted to 
rf'pair of public damages are assumed to be for the repair of transportation 

damages. 

3
Assumes that 20% of sandbags, pumps, polyethylene, and administrative costs 

for the Corps of Engineers St. Paul District are attrihutable to the Minnesota 
River Basin. Cost of equipment contracts under P.L. 99 was $1,319,400 for 

the 	Minnesota Basin. 
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Transportation damages for the 1965 flood on the Minnesota River tot 
aled $5,324,000, of which $733,620 was damage to 10cal government facilities 
that was reimbursed under P.L. 875. The remaining $4,590,380 consists of 
damage to railroads, detour costs, damage to state-O\med and Federa1ly-owned 
roads and bridges, and damage to 10ca1ly-owned roads and bridges that for 
some reason were not e1igible for P.L. 875 funds. Judging from P.L. 875 
records, indications are that the 10cal costs are in the neighborhood of 
$100,000. The breakdown of the rest of the transportation damages could 
not be determined from available data, so it wi 11 be presumed that the break
down is the same as that occurring in the 1969 floods, for which better data 
are available. 

The data on the 1969 floods is broken down into three categories: rail 
road dama ges; detour cost s; and road, bridge, and highwav damages. The rail 
road damages, of course, are paid by business interests, for which there is 
no offsetting tax deduction. In this case, the deduction is probably larger 
than for most flood-damaged businesses, railroads are incorporated 
and could expected to show taxab1e income in excess of ,000 annually. 
Hence, the effective marginal tax rate for the Federal corporate income tax 
is 48%, while the State income tax is 12%. Since the Federal taxes paid are 
deductible from taxable income for Stat,~ purposes, the effective marginal 
rate for the State corporate income tax can be expected to be about 6% for 
railroads. 

Detour costs can be treated were treated in de
termining the incidence of urban costs 98-99). Highway, road, and 

bridge costs present a greater problem, however, as no determination could 

be made 11S to local, State, or Federal ownership of these facilities. P.L. 

875 provided for Federal payment of r costs to local facilities (at the 

county or township level, for , but not of State roads. Repair to 

Federal-aid hif,hways is eovE'red bv Sect ion 125 of the Federal Hi g]wm.v Act. 

It is assumed, therefore, that damage to loca11y-financed roads totaled 

$978,700, of which $892,100 was reimbursed under P.L. 875, and $86,600 was 

ineligible for such reimbursement and had to be paid by local governments. 


This leaves $3,562,131 in damages to raods, bridges, and highwavs. The 

problem is to determine "hat portion this amount ,,,as damage to Federal

aid highways, and ,,,hat portion to State highways. There being very little 

information on which to base an estimate, it is hereby arbitrarily assumed 

that exactly half the damage was to Fede.ral-aid highwavs, and was repaired 

under Section 125. The remaining 50% is assumed to be damage. to State

owned highways paid for out of State funds. 


Incidence of Crop _and ==-=--======-=--=~':.':== 

Federal, State and local governments assume a much smaller portion of 

agricultural losses than of urban and transportation losses. Federal crop 

insurance is not available for land known to be subject to flooding. The 

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, under P.L. 85-58, paid 
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out $30,046 for land treatment following the 1965 floods, but this amount 
was very small considering the magnitude of losses. No such payments were 
made in 1969. The Farmers Home Administration in the past has made emergency 
loans to flood-stricken farmers at re.duced interest rates, but this has pro
bably shifted less than 2% of the burden of the losses to the Federal govern
ment. Now, under the new disaster re1ief law, the Farmers Home Administration 
can cancel up to $2,500 of the principal of outstanding 10ans, and can issue 
new emergency loans at an interest rate 2% below the yield on marketable 
government bonds. Even if alI stricken farmers are able to negotiate emer
gency loans, the fact remains that this is in the [ann of a and does 
not substant ially defray losses. Of course, the farmer eli gi bie 
for relief under other aspects of the law, just as citv dwellers are-
free rent for one year, etc. 

Farmer's flood losses are borne almost entirelv by themselves except 
for the implicit subsidy received via the income tax casualtv deduction. In 
this study for the purposes of determini'ng the incidence of agri cultural 
flood losses, it is assumed that the average farmer has a margina1 tax rate 
that is the same as that of the urhiln flood-plain dweller in the Minnesota 
River Basin. 

INCIDENCE OF CROP AND OTHER AGRICULTUHAL DAMAGES 

Federal State 
----.-~ 

Cov't.* Gov't. Totil1 

Percentage-1969 Flood 26.2% 8% 65.8% 

Dollars-1969 flood $4,020,128 $1,227,520 $10,096,35 $1 ~, 34/+ ,000 

Percentage-1965 flood 24% 8% 68% 

Dollars-1965 flood $4,717,920 $1,572,640 $13,365,440 $19,658,000 

* Includes income tax deduction plus 2% of the value of losses in the form 
of subsidized 10ans. 

Table XIV constitutes a concise summary of this chapter, and it reveals 
some noteworthy facts. Approximately one-third of all flood costs in the 
1965 and 1969 spring floods were paid by the Federal government. If State 
and local governments are included, the public share exceeds 1,5% in both years. 
These figures provide convincing evidence that government involvement in flood 
plain management is indeed warranted, if only to keep public expendi ture s do,m. 

If agricultural flood losses were excluded from this ana1ysis and atten
tion centered on urban and transportation damages, the extent of government 
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costs would bE' eVE'n more striking. Also, Federal costs are sure to rise000 0 
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E'conomic efficiency. 
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By far the largE'st part of flood damages are incident upon indiv
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detour cosls incident upon private individuals. 
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flows in a harmful way. Presumably, existing structures within the flood 
plain would be eligible for flood insurance at the subsidized rates, while 
new structures that depend on a riverside location for their viability 
would be eligible at actuarial rates. 

The costs of a flood plain regulation program threefold: (1)arI
administrative and enforcement costs, probably small; (2) opportunity cost 
of using flood plain land for less intensive development--also 
small, if suitable alternative sites are available; and (3) damages to 
existing structures located within the flood plain. These last damages 
would likely be large if flooding occurred in the early years of the pro
gram, but as time goes on, obsolete and depreciated structures would not 
be rebuilt within the flood plain. Consequently, it is expected that 
the long-term damage trend would be downward. 

The third alternat ive is similar to flood plain land-use regulation 
but is somewhat more drastic. This is the alternative of permanent evacua
tion of flood hazard areas, with government financing of relocation costs. 
Obviously, this program would have to be carried out in conjunction with 
a flood plain zoning program to prevent new users from moving into the 
vacated areas. Evacuation would be most feasible for areas where flood 
damages are heavy and recurrent. If evacuation were complete, costs would 
be the same as the flood plain regulation alternative, plus the additional 
relocation costs. However, this alternative can be expected to encounter 
strenuous local opposition, as residents frequently have a strong sentimen
tal attachment to their homes. 

The fourth alternative is a structural one: to build local protective 
works, such as dikes, levees, diversion channels, or to improve existing 
channels to expedite the passage of floodwaters. The policy of the Corps 
of Engineers has been to discourage this type of structural remedy, as it 
solves local problems but does noting to alleviate flooding at the regional

2oevel (j. e., downst ream). Also, unless combined with other flood plain 
management measures, local protection may lead to intensified development 
along the floodway resulting from the sense of security offered by the 
flood protection structures. In this case a larger flood than the one 
planned for may overtop the flood protection structures, causing much 
greater flood damages than would have resulted in the absence of the pro
ject. Local protection works are expensive to build, and thus are feasible 
only for urban areas, where the cost can be allot cd among a large number of 
users. (The opening paragraph of the 1968 National Flood Insurance Aet 
reads in part fI ••• it is the sense of Congress that within two years fol
towing the effective date of this title the President should transmit to 

lThe Corps of Engineers is authorized to conduct field studies to define and 
map flood plains for a community. It is not necessary for a community to 
hire additional technical staff for instituting a flood plain zoning ordin
ance. Other costs for administration and enforcement would be small given 
that most communities already have some type of zoning ordinance, and 
eXisting administrative machinery can be utilized. 

op.cit., pp. E-50-51. 
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the Congress for its consideration .•. for the allocation of costs 
among beneficiaries of flood protection. 

The fifth alLernative solution to flood problems in the Minnesota River 

Basin is to build a series of large reservoirs to withhold flood waters for 

gradual release. Because of construction and land acquisition costs, this 

is the alternative requiring the greatest capital expenditure. If combined 

with a flood plain zoning program, it would vastly reduce flood damage pot
ential in the Minnesota Basin, except in areas above the proposed 

reservoirs. The use of small reservoirs flood control has been ruled 

out because of the shortage of suitable sites for impoundment of waters. 

Further consideration of this alternative is taken up in the next section. 


The sixth alternative 1s only a partial solution to flood damages, and 
would certainly have to be combined with one or more other alternatives to 
be effective. Note that 53. of urban flood damages in the Minnesota Basin 
in the 1969 floods were detour costs, and 7.9% of transportation cost were 
of the same nature. The better part of the detour costs Occurred at a few 
specific locations: St. Peter, Shakopee, and Savage. If river crossings 
in these areas were constructed so that they could withstand the lOO-year 
flood and remain open, the urban damages within the Basin could be halved. 
In this way $5,395,500 could have been saved following the 1969 flood. As 
traffic flows can reasonably be expected to increase in the future, the am
ount saved would sure ly be higher than t his for fut ure floods. It appears 

that bridge projects of this nature would have a very favorable 
ratio. 

The Corps of Engineers favors reservoirs as a solution to flood prob
lems because they provide proteet ion on regional basis. While local pro
tection works reduce damages in a specific locale, thev do not reduce flood 

dmVllstream. Further, local protection works are of little use in 
preventing agricultural damages, because the works are so expensive that 
they are not warranted by the amount of damage reduction. The most feasible 
reservoir site would be on the Blue Earth River near Rapi.dan. The Corps of 
Engineers had prepared a preliminary project proposal for this reservoir, 
but planning has now/been halted because the likelihood of the project being
authorized is small. 4 

The proposed Blue Earth Reservoir would prevent an estimated $6,733,100 
in flood damages annually, from the Blue Earth River to the mouth of the Minne
sota, on the St. Croix River, and down the Mississippi River to Guttenberg, 
Iowa. Yet only $1,070,300 of the prevented damages would be agricultural in 
nature--about 16% of the totaL The remaining 84% of damages prevented would 

3U• S• Code, Title XIII, Sec. 1301. 

conversation between the author and Mr. Harry Carlson, U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers, Sto Paul, on Apr! 1 18. 1972. 
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be urban and transportation damages. To be sure, a project that reduces 
damages over so wide an area is truly "regional" in , but the question 
remains whether local protection works on the same could not accomplish 
the same objectives. Since the damages prevented are primarily urban, it 
would seem that other feasible alternatives exist, such as flood plain re
gulation and local protection struetures. Hence it is questionable whether 
the argument that only reservoirs can provide regional protection is a sound 
one. If other, eheaper methods of reducing damages over the region are 
available, the argument does not follow. 

There is also the problem of economic feasibility. in the first place, 
the interest rate used in determining the feasibility of the Blue Earth Res
ervoir project was 4-7/8%. This rate has since been raised to 5-3/8% by the 
U.S. Water Resources Council, and it may be raised further to as much as 77. 
The benefit-cost ratio for the Blue Earth Reservoir as initial1y determined 
was 1.31. Using the higher rate now in force, the benefit-cost r,3tio would 
be only 1.19. If the 77 rate were us€~d, the benefit-cost ratio would dip 
to .97. This assumes that costs do not increase and that all the benefits 
calculated in the Interim Report are justifiahle; otherwise the henefit-cost 
ratio would decrease further. Yet the 1936 Flood Control Act requires that 
the benefit-cost ratio exeeed 1.0, and no projeet can be constructed if this 
is not the ease. 

Table XV gives a rough breakdown of the costs and henefits of the pro
posed Blue Earth Reservoir at 1969 price levels. 

The B1ue Earth Reservoir is the most economically feasible of the six 
proposed reservoirs that would be required for adequate flood control on the 
Minnesota River. Note that there are two proposed versions of the reservoir. 
One would have minimum reereatlon development, '''ith all recreation costs 
borne by the Federal government. The second would have lull recreation fac
ilIties, with the State paying for half the separable recreation costs and 
bearing on costs for the recreation faci1ities, as required by 
P.L. 89-72. second plan has the higher benefit-cost ratio due to the 
inclusion of recreation benefits. However, the State of Minnesota has in
dicated no desire to participate in the east-sharing of the recreation fac
ilities, so the full recreation deve10pment plan mav not be feasih1e after 
all. The data given in Tab1e XV is for full recreation development. If 
the minimum recreation deve10pment were used, the benefit-cost ratio at 
4-7/8% interest would be 1.16, dipping to 1.05 at 5-3/8% interest and to 
.79 at interest. 

'J'hese figures are based on the assumption that the benefit figures 
arrived at by the Corps of Engineers are acceptable. This may not actually 
be the ease, particularly with respect to water quality benefits. As was 
noted in Chapter III, disqualifying I"ater quality benefits in from the 
henefit-cost calculations would reduce the benefit-cost rati-;; the Blue 

'j
An act to provide uniform policies with respect to recreation ;lIld fish 
and wildlife benefi.ts and costs of Federal mUlti-purpose water resource 
projects. 
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TABLE XV 


COSTS AIID BENEFITS OF BLUE EARTH RESERVOIR 


$1:'0,195,000 
Downstream land acquisition 7,970,000 
Fish and wildlife mitigation 335,000 
Recreation facilities (full development) 3,300,000 

Total First Costs $131,800,000 

Interest accumulated during 5-year 
construction period - 12.1897% 14 ,6L16 ,000 

Present worth of future additions 

Total Project investment $]l,6 ,631,000 

Interest and amortization (r=4-7/7%) $ 7,209,000 
Operation, maintenance, and replacement 458,000 
Economic losses 

Total Annual Costs $ 7,939,000 

$ 6,733,000 
Water 1,810,000 

1 development) 1 

Total Annual Benefits $ 10,434,000 
Net Annual Benefits ,495,000 
Benefit-Cost Ratio 1.11 
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Earth Reservoir to 1.09. (This is using an interest rate of 4-7/8%. Using 
the 5-3/8% rate now in effect, the benefH-cost ratio would be .99.) Whether 
some or all of the $1,810,000 in annual benefits attributable to water quality 
improvements can be included depends heavily on the decisions of the Mankato 
area and the Hinneapolis-St. Paul Sanitary District regarding sewage treat
ment. If these areas select tertiary treatment of wastes, the water quality 
benefits includable in the benefit-cost ratio would be limited to the re
duced downstream dredging costs that result from the se/jtling out of sedi
ment while stored waters are standing in the reservoir. Some benefits from 
the dilution of agricultural runoff may also be includable, but in any event 
the total benefits attributable to water quality would probably be reduced 
by nearly $1.5 million of the $1.81 million. 

Even if low-flow augmentation was locally favored as the solution to 
Twin Cities and Mankato water pollution problems, there is some question 
whether the low-flow augmentation benefits could be counted. The 1972 Water 
Pollution Control Act Amendments state: 

In the surveyor planning a f any reservoir by the Corps of Engineers ••• 
consideration shall be given to inclusion of storage for regulation of 
streamflOW, except that any such storage and water releases shall not 
be provided as a substitute for ,dequate treatment or other methods of 
controlling waste at the source. 

If low-flow augmentation were construed as a substitute for adequate treat
ment of waste, the low-flow augmentation benefits would not be includable. 

If the Blue Earth Reservoir were to be evaluated using the current dis
cOunt rate of 5-3/8%, if the State of Minnesota were to agree to participate 
in financing full recreation development, and if low-flow augmentation is 
selected as the means of meeting water quality standards on the Lower Minne
sota River and the Mississippi River below St. Paul, then the benefit-cost 
ratio of the project would be 1.19. If any of the above conditions failed 
to be met--as seems likely--the benefit-cost ratio would be reduced. In 
particular, if the discou~t rate is raised to 7%, under no circumstances will 
the Blue Earth Reservoir be economically feasible. 

Even if the Blue Earth Reservoir could be determined to be economically 
feaSible, there is a likelihood that local opposition will prevent authoriza
tion of the project. The assent of the Minnesota Department of Natural 
Resources is probably essential, but this has not been forthcoming. The 
view of the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources is that the reservoir 
would be environmentally harmful; that it is inconsistent with the flood 
control policy of the State, as set forth in the Flood Plain Management Act 
of 1969; that the economic evaluation is questionable; and that, in any case, 

6These benefits amount to $310,000 annually. Interim Survey Report on 

P.L. 92-500, Sec. 102(b)(1). 
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insufficient planning has been to warrant author1.zation of a project that 
would have so great an impact on the economy and environment of the area. 
Also, the Department of Natural Resources asserts that "We cannot believe 
that the solution to pollution is d1.lution;" in other words, water quality 
benefits resulting from low-flow augmentation ought to be excluded from 
benefit-cost calculations. Finally, the Department questions the extent of 
Minnesota's "regional responsibility" to downstream users, and believes 
that sacrific§s made by Minnesotans to provide downstream benefits should 
be minimized. 

It is safe to say at this point that the reservoir al ternative will 
not be used to reduce flood damages on the Minnesota River, at least in 
the near future. The Blue Earth Reservoir was the most feasible proposed 
site for a flood control rese,::voir. Si.nce this proposal could not be 
justified to the satisfaction of state officials and the general public, 
it is hardly li.kely that any of the other five reservoirs would meet with 
approval. Apart from this is the strong possibility that a favorable ben
efit-cost ratio could not be formulated. 

If the "do-nothing" alternative were selected as the policy (or non
policy) for dealing with flood problems in the Minnesota Basin, the level 
of damage potential would probably increase over time as development of 
flood plain land intensified. The increase would no doubt be at least as 
rapid as the rate of development of the State as a whole, and most likely 
would be even more rapid than this, since people exhibit a propensity to 
settle i.n "scenic" areas such as river valleys. Also, settlement tends 
to follow patterns of previous development, where transportation fac
ilities, utilities, etc., have already been established. Since rivers 
were an important mode of transportation when Minnesota was first settled 
by Caucasians, set tlement pat terns favored riverside locat ions, and new 
developments continue to follow the old patterns. The resultant increase 
in damage potential for urban areas could be expected to be 2% per year. 

Transportation damage potential would most likely not increase, as 
engineering improvements in road and bri dge design are expected to reduce 
damages, thereby offsetting the effect of incxeased development. Crop 
damage potential could be expected to increase at about 2.5% a year, due 
primarily to technologically induced increases in yields per acre. Other 
agricultural damage potential would likely increase at a rate of 2% per 
year as technological innovations require increased investments in build
ings, machinery, and equipment on the part of farmers. Note that if damage 
potenti al increases at a rate of per year, the damage potential will be 
doubled in 35 years. 

8Statement by Eugene R. Gere, Director, Division of Waters, Soils, and 
Minerals, Minnesota Dept. of Natural Resources, presented at Corps of 
Engineers Hearing on the Proposed Blue Earth Reservoir, February 19, 1970. 
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The incidence of flooding costs under this alternative would probably 
be approxillL'ltely the same as the incidence of costs for the 1969 flood (see 
Table XIV, Chapter IV). The Federal share Hould be increased some,,,,hat due 
to the passage of the 1970 Disaster Relief Act, with State, local government, 
and personal costs correspond ingly diminished. However, this alternat ive 
is not feasible at the present time, as Minnesota's Flood Plain Management 
Act precludes it. 

The 1969 Flood Plain Management Act required all local units of govern
ment having 'vatercourses within their jurisdiction to adopt flood plain 
regulations, Hhen sufficient data are available to define tlood hazard 
areas. Given this, the alternative of regulat ing 1and use in flood plains 
to reduce damage potential is certain to be an integral part of the flood 
control policy for the Hinnesota River Basin. Whether this alternative 
constitutes the flood (Dntrol policy in its entirety remains to he seen. 
Like the "do-nothing" al terna ti ve descrihed above, the incidence of costs 
under this alternative would likely be about the same as for the lq69 flood, 
with the Federal share increased someHhat due to P. L. 91-606. The Federal 
share would be further increased if flood plain dwellers elected to pur
chase the Federally subsidized flood insurance, \Vith an accompanying reduc
tion in the osts incident upon businesses and private parties. 

The total amount of damages sustained under this alternative would 
be far less than under the "do-nothing" alternntive. Exactlv how much 
less the damages would be depends upon how vigorously the Flood Plain 
Management Act is enforced. The Corps of Engineers, in their pl8nnlng 
activities, assume that damage potentlal of ftood plain areas ,vill continue 
to rise even after the institution of a flood plain zonine ordinance, but 
at a rate that is 20% of the rate of Lopment that could be expected to 
prevail in the absence of such a law. If vigorous enforcement of flood 
plain regulations ensues, this figure is probably too hIgh; the damage 
potential will very likely be, reduced. The only new structures that need 
be allo,ved on a laree scale wi.thln the flood plain are those d('pendent On 
a river-front location. Host of these are businesses oriented toward 'vater 
transportation of goods, whIch would be limited to the first 21.8 miles 
of the river (the only reach Hllere the river has been developed for commer
cial transportation). Even such structures as these must be f100dproofed. 

Other structures that would be permi tted ,vou1 d be those connected VI j th 
recreation facilities, which will increaSingly be located in flood plains 
since recreation Is one of the approved less-intensive uses for flood plain 
land. Of course, river crossings for highways, railroads, and utility lines 
will be necessary, but floodproofing these structures and locating them 
when possible at points Hhere the river channel is most capable of handling 
the lOO-year flood ,,,ill reduce. structural damage and interrupti on costs. 
Most of the remainder of flood plain land would be devoted to farming. 

91nterlm. •. , Op.Clt.,. p. E''-35 . 
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The flood plain regulation program as it is now constituted would do 
Ii tt Ie to reduce agricul tura] damages. Indeed, flood plain land-use regula
tion sometimes encourages the use of flood plain land for agricultural pur
poses instead of connnercial or residential uses, since farming is a 10w
intensity type of use in terms of damage potential. Crop damage per acre 
flooded averages $25 to $30 per acre, and other agricybtural damages come 
to about $14 per flooded acre in the Minnesota Basin. While these figures 
are sure to rise as per acre productivity increases, they certainly are 
more palatable than the per-acre damage figures for areas where intensive 
use is perluitted, Still, agricultural losses accounted for about half the 
flood damages in the Minnesota River Basin in 1965 and 1969. 

It may be desirahle to encourage farmers to devote flood plain land 
to production of crops Hilh hieh resistance to flood damages so as to min
imize damage potential, but this would be difficult to achieve in practice. 
Flood plain land is often the richest available, so sizeable economic 
incentive would be required to induce farmers to alter production plans 
in a way that would curtail profit potential on their best lands. Further, 
this Hould entail quite a public relations program in order to sell the 
idea to farmers. A 1962 study found that farmers consider flood hazards 
in their production plans if the historic of flooding has been 
as often as every six or seVen years, but beyond that ~yint the flood threat 
is a remote enough possibility that they disregard it. 

A crop insurance program that would indemnify flood losses prob
ably not the answer; this would spread the risk, but might encourage rather 
than discourage the production of high-risk crops. To a certain extent 
existing institutional mechanism could operate in conjunction with a flood 
plain management program to reduce agricultural losses: for example, if 
the land bank scheme were so structured as to encourage the farmer to 
leave flood plain land in fallow and cultivate the remainder of his land, 
when such a choice Is possible. Effective flood forecasting could also 
reduce agricultural losses if the forecasts were early enough and reliable 
enough that farmers could take them into consideration ,,,hen making their 
production decisions. 

It may well be that agricultural flood losses will be something that 
society will have to learn to live with if flood plain regulation is the 
chosen \Vay of dealing with floods. Flood plain regulation can do much 
to reduce damages to farm buildings and equipment, although even this is 
imited if the farmer's entire land area is flood prone. In such a case 

floodproofing could be a partial solution. Finally, to the extent that 
land buyers are cognizant of flood damage potential, possible. losses will 
be capitalized into the value of land. 

10Ibid., pp. E-39 to E-4l. 
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Permanent Evacuation Alternative 

The alternative of evacuation of flood plains would not be economically 
feasible for the entire river basin, but may have merit when applied to cer
tain areas. The 1969 Flood Plain Management Act could be used as the in
strument for accomplishing this, as the Commissioner of Natural Resources 
is thereunder authorized to prohibit reconstruction and major repairs of 
buildings located in flood plains. If a major flood were to damage structures 
in the flood plain, the Commissioner could effectively force evacuation by 
prohibiting repair of damaged buildings. No such authority exists for forc
ing evacuation before che occurrence of such a flood, however, and evacuation 
could then come about only with the consent and cooperation of those flood 
plain dwellers who would be affected by this. 

Evacuation costs, presumably, would be paid by the Federal or State 
government. Therefore the government share of the costs of any future 
floods would be increased if this alternative were selected, while the 
sonal and business costs would be reduced. Local government costs 
also be reduced because demand for public facilities (especially roads and 
utilities) in flood prone areas would be lessened. 

The Corps of Engineers formulated a plan to reduce flood damages in 
the Minnesota Basin using evacuation and local protection works. The over
all benefit-cost ratio for this plan, extending from Mankato to the mouth 
of the Minnesota River, was found to be 1.0. This ratio, of course, is 
so close to the margin that it would be unwise to implement such a project 
on this basis alone. However, data for this project indicate that evacua
tion is a feasible alternative for some localities. Table XVI presents the 
data for this combination evacuation-local protection proposal. Localities 
from St. Peter to Shakopee would be evacuated; presumably, the remainder 
of the communities would have local protection works constructed. Note 
that the interest rate used in discounting costs was 4-7/8%, which has since 
been raised to 5-3/8% and may be raised further. As a result the costs in 
Table XVI are understated, and the benefit-cost ratios would now be lower 
than is indicated in the table. 

Like the evacuation alternative, the alternative of providing local 
flood protection to flood-threatened areas would not be economically feas
ible over the entire river basin. For some communities, however, permanent 
protection works can be both effective and economical. One major objection 
to constructing dikes and levees is that such a policy encourages settlement 
in protected areas, and if the levees are overtopped by a larger flood than 
the one planned for, damages may be much higher than if the levees had 
never been built. For this reason it would be advisable to complement 
local protection measures with a zoning ordinance that would apply to land 
that is not fully protected. 

This alternative would shift much of the incidence of flood costs to 

the Federal government. Local governments would be required to provide 

rights-of-way for construction of the protective works. The local share 
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could be expected to amount to approximately one-third of the capital costs. 
Also, the local community would have to pay maintenance expenses (except 
during flood emergencies or expenses for damages arising from such an em

ergency) • 

In areas where local protection works are built, personal and business 
losses would be vastly reduced; such costs as remained would be primari1y 
detour costs. However, in the National Flood Tnsurance Act, Congress de
clared its intention to allocate the costs of flood control projects to the 
beneficiaries of such projects, so it may be that homeowners and businesses 
residing in flood plains will have to pay some of the expenses of 
construct ing the protective works. Perhaps the greatest benefi ts would accrue 
to the State of Minnesota, because the amount of casualty loss deductions on 
State income tax returns would be reduced, by; no increased contributions 
would have to be forthcoming from the State. - Local governmental costs 
might remain unchanged: increased by the required contributions to construc
tion and maintenance of the protective works, and decreased by the reduced 

damaees to public facilities. Of course, the local protection 
alternative could do little to alter the level of agricultural damages. Nor 
would the amount or the incidence of transportation damages be changed sign
ificantly. Table XVI shows that local protection works would be most feas
ible for Chaska and the industrial area along the lower Minnesota, from 
Chaska to the mouth of the river. 

The sixth alternative method of reducing flood damages is the "improved 

river alternative, which would act to reduce transportation losses 

and the "public damages" and "detour costs" components of urban losses. If 

detour costs could be eliminated from urban damages, the total urban damages 

would he halved. No data were available as to the costs of such a program, 

so it is only a reasonable hypothesis that the detour costs could be econom

ically reduced. It would appear that the marginal cost of floodproofing a 

river crossing would be small, especially when compared to the magnitude of 

detour costs arising from the closing of some fe,') crossings. Moreover, the 

actual damages to the structure itself could be reduced, SO that the benefits 

of such a project would be further increased. 


The costs of such a program would be borne entirely by the three levels 

of government, in accordance with the cost-sharing formulae for Federal-aid 

and State-aid highways. The exact distribution of the costs would depend 

upon the jurisdiction of the transportation modifications, Le., whether they 

were eligible for Federal aid, State aid, or both. The benefits of the pro

gram would accrue in large part to the personal sector in the form of reduced 


121f flood plain residents were assessed some of the cost of constructing 
flood control works and were allowed to deduct these costs from their State 
income taxes, the State itself would not stand to gain so much by this alter
native. However, this is not likely to happen, as assessments for property 
improvements (e. g. sewers, sidewalks) cannot now be. deducted from State 
income taxes. 
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detour costs; businesses and Federal and State governments would also ben
efit from detour cost reductions. Any reduction in repair costs would 
accrue primarily to the Federal government, since it supplies most of the 
repair funds under P.L. 91-606 and Section 125 of Title 23 of the U.S. 
Code. 

The optimum flood damaee reduction plan propounded here is a tentative 
one. It should be taken as a recommendation for further consideration, and 
not as a final solution. Recommendations are based on the best available 
existing data. As such, these recommendations are subject to whatever in
consistencies were present in the data from which they were derived. 

As noted in the 1969 Flood Plain Management Act and elsewhere in State 
documents and publications, the emphasis of Minnesota's flood control policy 
focuses on non-structural flood plain management measures. This is both 
justified and commendable. The intent of this policy surely is to supple
ment structural flood control measures, and not to exclude them entirely. 
A publication of the State Planning Agency's Water Resources Coordinating 
Committee notes that 

.•• there is widespread acceptance of the need for stressing non-
structural flood plain management measures but not pOint 
where structural measure are given no consideration. 

This report fully endorses the policy of flood plain zoning. If rigorously 
enforced, this policy should be able to not only halt the increase in damage 
potential, but should actually reduce the potential for damage. Moreover, 
it enables individuals and businesses to purchase flood insurance from the 
Federal government, which has important implications for the incidence of 
flood losses. Yet the policy of flood plain zoning can be made more effec
tive if combined with other compatible measures. If economically warranted, 
action ought to be taken to protect existing flood plain development and 
new development that is permissible under the Flood Plain Management Act. 

Evacuation of the flood plain appears to be economically justified at 
St. Peter and Shakopee. The average annual cost for the st. Peter proj ect 
would be $59,000, while the anticipated savings in flood losses should be 
$90,200 annually. The benefit-cost ratio would be 1. 5, and most likely would 
remain above 1.°even if a higher interest rate were used. The average annual 
cost of evacuation at Shakopee would be $3,100, average annual benefits would 
be $10,100, for a benefit-cost ratio of 3.3. (See Table XVI) if some flood 
plain occupants were to refuse the offer of evacuation at government expense, 
then perhaps flood hazards are an integral part of their individual utility 
functions, and they should be left to their own devices to deal with floods 
as they wish. This may be grounds for refusal of further governmental assis
tance. 
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The provision of local protection is a viable alternative in some areas. 
A levee project at Mankato-North Mankato-Le Hillier is under construction, and 
will protect against the 80-year flood when finished. If the Blue Earth Res
ervoir proposal is never implemented, these levees will be raised to protect 
against the 100-year flood. A proposed local protection project at 
would have a benefit-cost ratio of 2.0, with average annual costs of 
and benefits of $4,200. Local protection for industrial operations at riVer
front locations from Chaska to the mouth of the Minnesota would have an aver
age annual cost of $307,700, average annual benefits of $985,800, and a ben
efit-cost ratio of 3.2. It would probably be advisable to construct these 
projects as well. 

Furthermore, the Corps of Engineers is currently studying local protec
tion project proposals at other locations. A creek diversion project at 
Chaska would protect the city from overflows on Chaska and East Creeks, and 
would make it easier to tic Minnesota River levees (either permanent or tem
porary) to high ground. A study of drainage problems on Perch Creek at Truman, 
Minnesota, may reveal that channel improvement, a levee, a diversion channel, 
or an improved storm sewer system would be feasible solutions. The feasibility 
of channel improvements and/or upstream reservoirs to reduce flood damages in 
rural areas along the Yellow Medicine and Lac Qui Parle Rivers is also under 
study. 

The construction of local protection works such as these should be viewed 
as a temporary solution. Under no circumstances should further flood plain 
development be permitted on protected land, nor should benefit estimates for 
such projects include the protection of future developments. If this Is not 
the case, flood damage potential may well increase over time. 

Although the inclusion of large reservoirs in the flood control plan for 
the Minnesota River Basin is not presently feasible, there may be some justif
ication for the use of small reservoirs in upland areas. The flood plain 
land-use restriction policy, as explained earlier, does little to reduce 
agricultural flood damages and may even increase agricultural damage potential. 
Over 80% of the agricultural flood damages in 1969 in the Minnesota Basin were 
sustained along tributaries, areas which would not be affected by the construc
tion of large reservoirs. Most types of local protection are too expensive 
and impractical for rural areas, with the possible exception of channel improve
ment in some few instances. The only way to reduce such damages may be to 
construct small, upland reservoirs. Although there are not enough potential 
upland sites to fully control flooding throughout the Basin, use of the feasible 
sites that do exist may vastly improve the agricultural flooding situation 
in some reaches. Small reservoirs are probably much more acceptable to State 
planning officials and the public than are large reservoirs, because the smal
ler ones do not have so huge an impact (economically, environmentally, aesthetic
ally) on the surrounding area. 

The flood control program for the Minnesota River Basin should also include 
strenuous efforts to provide flood forecasts to farmers. As was pOinted out 
earlier in this chapter, reliable, early flood forecasts would enable farmers 
to plant low-risk crops or leave land in fallow if flooding is likely. This 
would eliminate reseeding and refertilization expenses in many cases. Of 
course, applying the Flood Plain Hanagement Act to rural areas would halt the 
rise in potential damage to farm buildings and equipment. 
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Another component of flood losses that is virtually unaffected by land
use regulation policies is detour costs. Study should be undertaken to deter
mine whether it is indeed possible to reduce these costs in any economic fas
hion. In part icular, transportat ion modi fications should be studied at st. 
Peter, Shakopee, Chaska, LeSueur, Henderson, and the Savage industrial area. 
Total detour costs at these locations in 1969 were over $6.5 million, about 
20% of the total cost of the 1969 flood within the Minnesota Basin. At the 
present time the Department of Natural Resources and the Highwav Department 
consult one another with respect to floodproofing when a river crossing is 
to be replaced or rebuilt because of obsolescence or traffic needs. This is 
commendable. However, it may be worthwhile to consider a policy of aggres
sive replacement of bridges at the above locations, instead of waiting until 
normal replacement is called for. 

CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In Chapter IV of this study, it was demonstrated that the three levels 
of government paid over 45% of all flood costs resulting from the 1965 and 
1969 floods. In 1969, the Federal government paid 32.61% of the nearly $39 
million in flood costs incurred in the Minnesota River Basin. The State of 
Minnesota paid 11.89%; local gove.rnments paid 1. 71%; business paid 6.25%; 
individuals paid 47.43%; and the American Red Cross paid 0.11 %. Figures for 
the 1965 floods were similar. 

The incidence of costs analysis of Chapter IV provides justification for 
the imposition of land-use restrictions in flood plains. The analysis in
dicates that governmental units were the ultimate bearers of nearly half the 
flood costs in the Minnesota Basin in the 1965 and 1969 floods. Some critics 
assert that such a policy is an infringement on the right of the individual 
to use his land as he sees fit. However, this evidence indicates that govern
ment units have a substantial, justifiable interest in keeping flood costs 
down. It is evident from historical data that flood damage potential (hence 
government-borne costs) will continue to rise over time unless land use con
trols are instituted. Moreover, government costs are likely to make up an 
even larger proportion of flood costs in the future, with the advent of 
Federal flood insurance and an expanded Federal role in the provision of dis
aster relief. Therefore, thorough and vigorous enforcement of the 1969 Flood 
Plain Management Act is recormuended. 

Whenever thorough economic analyses show them to be feasible, the alterna
tives of permanent evacuation or construction of local works ought 
to be considered. These two al ternati ves are probably in some areas, 
as was shown in V. External factors should be included in the econ
omic analysis to as an extent pOSSible. Where sl1ch factors cannot be 
included, they should be objectively weighed against the analysis. In areas 
where neither evacuation nor structural protection is economically feasible, 
land-use restrict ions alone will have to suffIce to curtail flood losses. 
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The beneH ci aries of structural flood control works ought to be assessed 
for a fair share of the costs of such works. This policy is not so crucial 
for existing flood plain developments, but is important for areas where new 
developments are permitted. Ot.herwise new developments may bring with them 
a demand for flood protection at public expense. This in turn may fost.er 
intensified development of flood plains, thus further increasing damage pot
ential. 

The last alternative approach to reducing flood losses appears to show 
a great deal of promise, at least preliminarily. This is to improve trans
portat.ion river crossings in such a way that flooding wi1l not. cause traffic 
interruptions. Such interruptions accounted for over 50% of urban flood dam
ages in the 1969 Minnesota River flood, and accounted for about 20% of total 
flood costs. Because of tbe magnitude of these losses, this is included as 
a separate alternative, even some efforts are being made in this dir
ection under authority of the Flood Plain Management Act. Presumably, 
new highway crossings constructed in the Minnesota River Basin will be de
signed so as to prevent their protracted closing in the event of a large 
flood. It is hereby recommended that feasibi li ty st.udi es be undertaken to 
determine whether floodproofing existing river crossings at the more critical 
locations is economically warranted. 

Of the six basic approaches to reducing flood damage pOtential in the 
Minnesota River Basin, only two were found to be altogether infeasible at 
this time. One is the large reservoir alternative, which simply requires 
too much capital investment, given the amounts of benefits that would be 
forthcoming from such a project. The other is the "do-nothing" alternative, 
which has been superseded by the 1969 Flood Plain Management Act. Even so, 
it is doubtful that the alternative would be the least-cost sol
ution to flood problems in this area. 

Another recommendation of a more general nature is that the State of 
Minnesota implement a flood data collecti.on unit. If the State is to assume 
a greater role in water resource planning, then tbe data that is put to use 
in such planning ought to conform to the needs of the State. Most existing 
data is compiled by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, a Federal agency. The 
Corps of Engineers bases its efforts on watershed lines without 
particular regard for Yet t.he State's foremost con
cern is planning within its own borders, with limited concern for whatever 
happens outside those borders. 

Another recommendation is that the Federal and State governments amend 
their tax laws to correct the inequity of the casualty loss provisions. The 
casualty loss deduction is designed to give some relief to those persons 
suffering hardship as a result of misfortune beyond their control. As the 
laws now stand, the amount of tbis relief varies inversely with the taxpayer's 
taxable income, so that those most in need of relief get the least amount. 
Consider two homeowners, one having taxable income of $20,000 and a marginal 
Federal tax rate of 32%; tbe other living on social security payments, with 
taxable income of zero, and no marginal tax rate. If each suffers a $5,000 
casualty loss on bis borne, tbe former has his taxes reduced by $1,600, while 
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the latter cannot take advantage of the casualty provisions at all and must 
bear the full cost of his loss. This could be made more equitable by 
changing the casualty loss mechanism from a tax to a tax credit. 
The credit would amount to a fixed proportion , regardless of tax
able income. 

It is further recommended that the State and Federal governments explore 
ways of reducing agricultural flood losses. Now by far the largest single 
category of fl ood losses, the amount of agricultural damage potent lal is 
certain to rise, in both relative and absolute terms. The possibilities to 
be explored should include indemnification programs; flood forecasting and 
information dissemination; and the feasibility of structural solutions. 

It is recommended that the Federal share. of various alternatives to a 
particular water resource problem be placed on the same cost-share basis. 
For example, for solving flood problems, large reservoirs and local protection 
structures should require the same degree of local financing. Under current 
law, large reservoirs require no local contributions. This may act as an 
incentive for local decision-makers to choose reservoir solutions over local 
p~otection solutions, which require local contributions for purchase of right
of-way and for maintenance. The same type of situation applies for low-flow 
augmentation versus tertiary treatment. 

It is also recommended that the language of Minnesota's Flood Plain Man
agement Act be altered slightly so as to state in no uncertain terms that the 
State's policy is to oppose further flood plain encorachment. The law now 
says that it is the policy of the State "not to prohibit, but to guide develop
ment of the flood plains ••. " Obviously, there is room for interpretation here, 
with the risk that the law be interpreted in such a way as to encourage flood 
plain development. This should be avoided by amending the Act. 

Finally, it is recommended that the discount rate for public invest
ment projects in flood control be raised to a level that accurately reflects 
the opportunity cost of the funds used. Unless there is an overriding non
economic concern involved, any public project of this sort ought not to detract 
from national economic efficiency. An increase to as high as 10% or 12% might 
be warranted. This would be advantageous to governments at both the State 
and Federal levels, for it would free money that might be wastefully used 
for purposes that are more worthy. 
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